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SECTION A

1. Teaching and Research Staff
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HUGI, M.*
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MATYAS, C.A.

UEGAKI, J-I.4
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3. Technical and Office Staff

COOMBES, H.G.*
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HOLM, L.

LANK, A.*

LAVOIE, M.F.6
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PASOS, J.W.
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Professor of Physics

Professor of Physics

Programmer Analyst

Senior Research Scientist

Research Associate
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Programmer Analyst

Electronics Technician

Senior Technical Supervisor

Machinist Technician

Secretary

Electronics Technician

Secretary

Programmer Analyst

Electronics Technician



PRF.SAKARCHUK, D.S.8

RITZEL, J.

SCHAAPMAN, J.R.

SOORIYAKUMARAN, S.1

TRATT, G.M.T.

Electronics Technician

Technician

Electronics Technician

Electronics Technician

Secretary to the Director

4. Graduate Students

University
of Alberta

Universities Home
attended previously Country

CHAN, Carl

EDWARDS, Geoffrey

JOHANSSON, Jon

LONDON, Michael

LOTZ, Gerhard

MICHAELIAN, Karo

MITCHELL, Ronald

SAWAFTA, Reyad

STARKO, Kenton

THEKKUMTHALA, Jose

Completed M.Sc.
program (1983)

Completed M.Sc.
program (1983)

Completed Ph.D.
program (1984)

Alberta (B.Sc.)

Waterloo

British Columbia
Alberta (B.Sc.)

Toronto

Alberta (B.Sc.)

Alberta (B.Sc.)

Queen's University

Yarmouk. University

Hong Kong

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Jordan

Manitoba Canada

Memorial University India

TKACHUK, Richard British Columbia Canada



1. Transferred to TRIUMF (Vancouver) March, 1984

2. Left the University of Alberta June, 198A

3. Left the University of Alberta February, 1984

4. Joined the TRIUMF (Main Site) Group January 1, 1985

5. Left the Nuclear Research Centre April, 1984

6. On leave, from November 1, 1984

7. Left the University of Alberta July, 1984

8. Left the Nuclear Research Centre July, 1984

*Located at TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 2A3
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SECT[ON B

Electronics Development

Current Source for Hall Probes

Precision hall probes are used extensively at TKIUMF to measure

magnetic fields in the beam line elements. Because the existing current

source supply for these probes has proven to be unsatisfactory, a pre-

cision replacement source was designed and constructed at the University

of Alberta. This project required approximately one-sixth of a man year

of design and construction effort.

This circuit (shown on page 6) regulates output current regardless

of load resistance changes between 0 and 100 ohms by sensing the voltage

generated by the current passing through a fixed resistance and compar-

ing this voltage with a reference voltage to produce a control voltage

which determines how much current an FET in series with the load will

pass.

The reference voltage used for comparison can be adjusted to pro-

duce output currents between 100 and 150 ma. This is done by selecting

1 of 10 taps on a voltage divider on the output of a 10 V reference in-

tegrated circuit. Fine adjustment of output between tap settings is

done by trimming the output of the reference IC. This method of adjust-

ment produces the lowest temperature coefficient of output current. The

reference IC selected has guaranteed long term stability and low temper-

ature coefficient.

The op amp which generates the control voltage for the FET is

selected for low input offset voltage temperature coefficient and good

long terra stability.

A V MOS power FET is used as the series pass element because it

requires no drive current for D.C. conditions whereas a transistor

does. Drive current would introduce added current in the sense resist-

or which does not flow in the load resistance, thereby producing an

error term.
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Because the voltage at the negative side of the sense resistor can

vary between 0 and 15 volts depending on load resistance, the entire

control circuit is powered by an isolated power supply with its COITHTK

referred to this point. The isolated power is provided by a switching

type dc to dc converter which requires some filtering to reduce switch-

ing noise that might appear at the output.

This current source circuit has improved the stability of the fiall

probe systems considerably.

Wire Chamber Delay Line Amplifier

A new printed circuit board layout was made for the existing delay

line amplifier. A total of 65 amplifiers were constructed and tested in

the past year. The new printed circuit layout is shown on page 8. The

schematic is shown on page 9.

The amplifier makes use of the differential front end of a LECROY

MVL 100 chip to shape bipolar pulses coming from a wire chamber delay

line signal. A X10 output provides a monitor for the linear signal.

The X100 differential output is fed to an arming circuit and a zero

crossing detector, the output of which is followed by a Schmitt trigger.

The output from the trigger circuit is shaped to width and converted to

fast NIM output levels.

Potentiometers on the board provide trim for threshold amplitude,

zero crossing and output pulse width.

(a) Filter Boards

Fifty filter boards for use in the vertical drift chambers were

assembled and tested. This provided partial upgrading to the MRS

(Experiment 208). The filter boards provide signal conditioning for the

wire chamber signals before being fed to the LeCroy wire chamber readout

system.

(b) NMR

One CERN style NMR, including a preamplifier and two probes, were

built for the Saskatoon Linear Accelerator Laboratory.
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Wire Chambers

A design for the construction of delay line wir«- •-'ha-mbers of

8" x 8" and 12" x 12" active .ire.ii was nude. The significant feature of

these chambers was the uniform low sr^tterinj; mass of the cathode foils.

The foils were prepared from 1 rail KAPTGN* foil bonded to 1/3 rail alum-

iniugi. The foil material was stretched and glued to the wire cbatnber

*£.!. Du Pont de Meraours & Co. (Inc.)
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Digital Signal Averager

In a n«nber of nuclear physics experiments and cyclotron control

applications, the continuous, or running centroid of a selected region

of a 'sampled data' spectrum is required. An example of this type of

parameter in cyclotron control is the average of a portion of the ex-

tracted beam phase, as determined by measuring the time between the ar-

rival of scattered particles and a reference RF timing pulse. Because

of the nature of the scattering geometries, a spectrun of phases is



aessjred, with rsE-d̂ s iastsat aneous count rate. The usual tec'hmq-ue of

filtering and phase-locked amplification is difficult to implement m

tin is -situation, particularly st low and varying refresh rates.

A CAMAC-based digital signal averager, Model 0649, was designed,

rests erected, and tested at tme Univesity of Alberta Huclear 'Research

Centre for use at the TEICKF Cyclotron. Six man-months of effort were

required to coaplete the project. Input analogue p'-l-ses are digitised

wish a Lecroy 35112 ADC, and are transferred into rhe averager via a

front has, with the advantage of requiring no .computer or CAMAC cycles.

The digitised value is coapared with preset (vis CAMAO upper *tid lower

window values, which provides the equivalent of a very toi$» e>rder fil-

ler. A swa of M (exact power of 2") of these values wtoitra are wittoio

the above limits is formed using a hardware adder. The average or cex>-

troid is determined by performing an N-bit right shift of the Stan. The

a-jaber of events ia the average aay be selected from 2'° to S1^. After

each M-point average, the centroid is stored ia a register which is con-

tinually accessible via CAMAC. The average is also available as a front

panel analogue voltage, which has a variable DC offset. Tbe window lim-

its are set via CAMAC, and are either fixed, or can selectively "'follow1"

natural drifts in the data. The device can handle input count rates of

up to 125000 events per second. The only CPU or CAMAC cycles required

are to read the running centroid as continually updated by the digital

averager.

The device has been used to measure the extracted beam phase in the

TRXUMF bean line 4B for very low beaa currents and using elastically

scattered protons. Because of the high slit ratio between beaa intensi-

ties in beaa lines IA and 4B, the extracted beam phase profile contains

large background cosponents. The digital average of a part of the spec-

trum was used to stabilize the extracted beam phase by adjusting the XF

accelerating voltage to compensate for drifts in the cyclotron sain mag-

net field. Planned uses for the device include the filtering and aver-

aging of the beam ti«e-of-£light in the cyclotron for subsequent FFT

analysis. The device has also been used in the stabilization of photo-

multiplier spectra. A photograph of the module is shown on page 14.
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Computing Fa-eliitfiea

Taer* s r* a vide r,sjag« .of .ecjcpuiter f a c i l i t i e s ava i lab le rt D support

she various research programs 4t the Hue Iear Research Centr*. The heart

ot the .eoajtuit i«g f a c i l i t y i s s dedicated VAX JJ/X&O computer, which Js

3B 4 e t s t l toelew. IJJJ add i t ion , there is $ -variety of smsiler

aval lab He, fsjeliiifJtsDg several mini- .»nd micro-.computers and good

s t© ttee lUnl va r s i ty ©f 4Jbert-9 Am<3«ifeJ m

has 2.S «8 «f

, and about 500 Ml of oa-fline disk stiorujge ;(i5'0 MB fl»ed *xxd

50 MB rejwjvable}. Ihe »y9t«» Is equipped wHtfta i JMgnetaj: t.spe drives

(800/E600 3PI), two j»rlater-plotters Cone el^ctrosmtJ« *od eti« i»«er

jsrInter) and B4 temijials, most *rlt8s graphic* capabilities* In *ddl-

tion, the systeo supports two reaote dial-In ports sod a vconii«ctlos to

the public 0ATAPAC network. Virtually all of our soft»«re 1* written lo

FORTRAN, although there are sone additional software pacltages ava31a1b3<

for specialized applications {e.g. MACSVMAJ. TThie DATA?A€ Halt provide*

access to the VAX 11/780 at TB113MF, and hence several additional iatig-

ioages supported there (e.g. SMP and LISP).

The VAX currently supports about i0 users Involved in a variety of

research projects. The aajor use of the machine Is for the analysis of

nuclear physics experlaents perforaed both at TKI1MF and SACIAT. The

tauichlne Is also heavily used for performing theoretical nuclear physics

calculations, and for beaa optics calculations to aid In beamllne design

at TJUCMF. Other uses of the machine range from Ttonte Carlo simulation

of experiaents to developaient of data acquisition systerna.

The confuting facility also includes a variety of saaller mini-

caiaputers, including three 3>ata General Eclipses and two Honeywell

cmxptitsra. These are used primarily for data acquisition and program

deve.opnent. Several Micro-computers {Apple II and Macintosh) are

available for saaller computing tasks. . There Is also good access to the

Oniversity's central computing facility {Andahl) for jobs which require

the power of a large mainframe computer.
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Been Line Development

Optics

la a44 j t i a s t.a t he i r isav.oltfe.meiai iaa fhc TRIL'MF experimental pro-

"siversa ty of Alberts persoimael a r t Involved with the operation

aatj .fesilg.il ©f both prlaary Salami isjes arattl secondary channels. J.-n these

spec J a It 2*4 'foesm .eptj.irs programs are <qs*'d J.n the

of

i*«*,f| ways *o •wpef-ite

In the p,src»^r,i»phs Jjelww terief $te<?teltoes vi H '•b«' glw«n of

have Steen mndertaken

gesolutIcsn Spectroneter CMBS) (Upgrade and

The f̂HS vas originally designed) .and -installed by University -of

Alb«ri.a persoonel. Seremily, a prograas i/s mpgrade I ts resolution to 100

3«eV vas begun. This Involved, asmng other things. Installation of Hull

prob«s in the «j«»adrupoles of be-amllne 4® Jwhich feeds the MBS5 and tness-

ureTjcnts of their effective lengths using extracted feeanu

A soajor under taking was the design and commissioning of a "beam

twister.* J3J (Because the !?erad plane of the .MRS Is vertical i t is rcec-

*»s«-iry Jc» 'twSsi' the horizontally dispersed feeam prodniced "by the cyclo-

tron Into the vertical plane In order to achieve the required MRS Tes~

olutlmj. for this purpose a slx-quadrapole unit section was designed.

Its crimpersies are such that when this section Is rotated 45* about the

%e-itxt axl*s, an Ini t ia l ly horizontally dispersed bean Is turned into a

vertically disperssed hex* at the MRS target location.

2. Production of Coaplete Longitudinal Polarization

For so»e time TRIdMF made nase of I ts polarized beam- Upon extrac-

tion foeata polarization Is ver t ica l . With the Installation of a solenoid

upstream of a target position beans polarization nay be rotated into the

plane. Mamy experiments have been performed with this con-
[1J fr.H. Stinsm-j. B.A. Hutchesn. C-A- Miller,
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*-J»I3 s ffieuifi £s sr.e aas t a l i«s-'i in t a* r v c l o t r u n vsu l t . . [ I j One f.o,eneiiil - :

Lssiert^d 'jps-t r e an: ai ziue 3i>' d j p a i r 'Which ie-ciis beamJine -it A and Mir

'treiwec'S t h i s sjid tiae 2 i " d i p o l e yr.'nch feecJs beainjir.c i B .

f t iaese p l s a s w i l l re^ 'Uire s r f c o n f i g u r s t i o n of t h e

iriiasipar!: .el.e«ie:nts 8 s f educ t io.n of 5" an t h e combina-

I jam •.ins.gffleit fee^d ,sia.gS<? amfj st yecai^pui 9!t i C-B ef t h e l o e ^ s of t h e besnUine

fiSi l , Jhauijij it to i s p f a p a s s l b*1 scc«"pt«"i3, however., eoropl ei e:J v

.!•>• p®l$rig.&<& feeare will 'be »v.aa'Js&le em 'beaniliines -i<A and ^li

'fee njtiiliicd to the ^tssusst a similar -Ciosifagyr#tieu 'ba-e

far Sj«.«nil irae 33. I2l 'Tfcws, «ians!lt49iieaiius op^rat i®*5 of 'bennlitip A A OT 6f

and te<?.3SBl ins JS in a lisngitaaiiinal palarizat dxoa moO* *TH3 *t different

•energies and intensi t ies «15 be jwssabl-e.

The figure an page IS indicates the ;toechaniiin) fey <Whirfa t*i*

solenoid-dipole «olenoid~dipol* configwratioo produce* complete loT>j»i-

larization.

3. Ml 1 Pion Channel

The Hi! pion channel mccspta pions produced at t'b* f i rs t t«Tg*t

location on beaaline 1A. The takeoff angle of th<g channel is 2".

Recent tuning sessions have involved a check of the alignment of

the channel vith respect to the target and an investigation of second-

order aberrations of the channel. The la t t e r has involved the use of a

Jtonte-Carlo program to track rays through the system. % comparing

theoretical predictions with experimental observations i t is hoped that

the optics of the channel can be improved.

4. Kaon factory Studies

TSIMF is currently preparing a proposal to build a Kaon factor? to

the existing cyclotron. Proposed is a fire—riag

HI Ji.X. Craddock, TKI-DW-S4-8; fl.«. Stinsoa, TRI-DJIA-S4-3

(2]| G-M. Stinson,
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See-ii d on

which »

systero- J Ira tfttc fligare, the 3»e*ni 3s d3r«ci#d .»l.fimg the po*i-

3H

tlbe i , t'fre

mhoat tihe
first dijwle

thfosig'h an angle 4>-, clockwise aboat the y-iaxis by

through am amgle $y * -̂ ©1)̂  clockwise al>out the 2-A«is
the secood

G - Cg/2 - 1) - H.
i j * Jiend angle of f i r s t
3 •» * Svend a n g l e of



- i c i ^ ' t t l t f f s i i i f TSn.i ' .s ' h a s ' b e e n d-^Rtr :by - t h e T K I U M F &e c e i e r . - r t u f R e s e ^ r f i i

% v t . s a - a - ^ t i a v s T s l t j ' u f A j t c t s i p c T f C H H t f l h a >'* b e e n I n v o l v e d : n t h e

if from 1HSIO4F it .a itihe

Tfcc A,c.ei'AiBii)i atiQir f l s g sit.ijir.es p u l s e ' s of -iK' 'MeV -pro-t^ns f r o . TJU JMf

tiiji t t e e j r 3 a jj.ee it j ana i:Wt& t h e se-e-und r i n g . t ;he .iioest-eT,, tfhieli a « r l

KfiXSB ltu> 3 ifeV,

5it as pif.aipase^ i.a .aat^ra-eit J>C>U ^A fiyjs.es of >]" j o n s fruiP TRJtlMF and

t itlfe^w it-w iftei? <fi>?ie'.wwyli*it-u»f "Fjing -whtf* t 'hev aj"* s : t r3;pped t o pfti=

TF-**4Sir>^iri ®i 'b*?s»ts toi "t'h<- 4ee.ianiy'J *s y r f-J-ni), is sonir"-

tdasit iEs te^wni j)l.«a«r li*?s swrnr i m ibelyw t'hst of

.»JS.<8 «sa«; '5® a ,3«»y. A s-.«4t93sl* tr»ffl.-sf«<r 3J;n* -is shown in the

©a page 21 .

tr.a«»f#r 14a*? j&tso*3*it* s»f fvBar *ectl©n'B, t!h« f i r s t of

,« j>*r»liel , .3ctoronn»ttllc foesmi wjf-hln t'he C

v a u l t . A f©»r-\̂ nia»dTWf)®l# *ec©nd sect ion autr'fecs t-o t'h* itihlrd sect-Ion.

into*? l a t t e r «.*rrle* !lse,*ro frwm the TMMW bem -ptane t-o tha t of rhs*

.As«««nsl.*(t©f rJ»g. IBs Is th i rd *cctlisa faz* ibeen jSe*Sgfled .*# .s f«v.ers**-

tr*««fer ««ctl®a .»nd, in wrder t« #c-cs«Bpll*i3 fhe

v e r t i c a l dr«j», H#s iinj ,* ptuae t i l t e d 33 degree* (£aj»Jprs«il.mst«-

fi!«ck*rS«e vlclb resper t «© tib* iborJsofltJil ^I^ne. T5)e two 22.5 degree

les ^ re ryro *it * f ie ld ©f $ k(C In order to reduce tfoe cff.ert« oi

«f tlie 5f~ !»«*»«

The film*! sectitsn of Hhie tr*n*f«r l i ne r.©n*!l#t» -of a -series ,of an I t

see t Ions , fltec >»r ionsre of J*te*e any lie detwned t© •matc'b ttje ivpat pliase

of the

4-2 ggjoi Transfer frawi the "ll^'Xliag to the

After acceleration to 3 GeV In toe Booster ring, bean is Injected

ttoe tBultd stage, the Collector riog. From Ibere beam is ijijjecte-d

tfhie 3>rl«er ("©•") ring for acceleration to 30 GeV. Seam extracted

the ~D~ rlag «ay tw sent directly to a .proposed neutrino facility
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1 s t - j m e ' v i .3v Tfae l i l h e r i n T h e s a m e t a n t J i ' l .

TW E x t e n d e r r i n g h.as -3 s t r u c t u r e s i m i l a r t o t h e D r i v e r r i n g . Be-

:i-js<f j f t h i s , a ««3 t - s e c t i o n t r a n s f e r l i n e b e t w e e n t h e two would imply

a l m o s t ? e s a c £ p h a s e - s p a c e s n a t c h i n g . Such a 3 i n e hao been d e s i g n e d and

i s shoirti in s h e f i g u r e on page 2 1 ; d e s i g n i s such t h a t one h a s a u o i t -

•sett i tff l frcrca th<e c e n t r e of t h e t j u a d r u p o l e d e s i g n a t e d "A" t o t h a t of t h e

•.3uad r u p o I e lienoI ed " B " .

The s e c t i o n s of tiae t r a n s f e r l i n e b e t w e e n p o i n t s A and C an<$ 0 and

:1 I s«* mi i h e n o r i zont.il plane; t h e f i r s t f o u r dj p o l e s b e t w e e n C ijnd 0

; J < - sa .i p l a n e t i l t e d downward .it ..in - ing le of 3 0 . 5 * . To compl-e te t h e

v e r t i c a l d o g - l e g , th*? r e g a i n i n g f o u r 4 i p o l . e s .are t i l t e d upward by t h e

sane .ingle. Thus, design of the transfer section is more complicated

than rhat of the line from TRIUMF to the Accumulator ring. One obtains

.cross-coupl ing of horizontal, vertical and momentum phase spaces -which

nay be alleviated by rotating some quadrupedes from their "standard"

orient at ion.

Sean exiting from quadrupole A is extracted by two septa and a 2.5*

dipo'.e, the lat ter t i l ted downward. A system of three quadripole doub-

lets and two 7.5* bend sections follow. It is these quadrupoles which

are rotated about the beam in order to decouple the various phase

spaces. Injection into the "E"-ring is accomplished by another 2.5°

dipolft and two septa, the septa lying in the plane of the "E"-ring.

The entire transfer line is designed so as to be a unit section from the

raid-point of quadrupole "A" to that of qmadrupole "D".

4.3 Seam Transport to the Kaon Experimental Hall

As presently envisioned, two beam lines will in i t ia l ly feed the

Kaon experimental hall- Because currents of 100 JJA are being extracted

it is necessary to cleanly separate the beam in order that no beam spi l l

occurs.

Configurations have been designed in which the beam may be spli t

vertically or horizontally. A quadrupole doublet is used to bring the

extracted beam from the "E"-ring to a double waist. A t r ip le t makes



ar.ather double waist at the aid-point of eight, 1 it long RF separator a.

These are fallowed by a 2C separator. Another quadrupole triplet brings

the be.S3 to another double waist upstream of a thick Lambert son magnet-

At this point, one has two beams spatially separated by approximately 3

ca. The Laabertson sagaer directs the beam Into an achromatic 7.5" bend

systea. Subsequent quadripoles produce a beam 3 miE in diameter which is

then delivered to the experimental area.

That bean which Is undefleered by the Lamberts©® magnet is brought to a

•double waist of 3 era diaoeter. A series of urn![-sections transports the

beoa to experlsenC'il lociitSons on the second beam line of fhe experlmen-

41 irea.
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SECTION E

Current Experimental Program

Test of Charge Symmetry in n-p Scattering (Experiment 121)

1. Objectives of the Experiment

An investigation is proposed of the isospin-mixing, charge-symmetry

breaking (CSB) component in the n-p interaction. The experiment will

measure the difference AA between the neutron and proton analyzing pow-

ers A and A in n-p elastic scattering at 480 MeV. Designed as a null-
n p

measurement requiring no accurately known polarization standards, the

experiment will determine the difference in angle at which A and A
n p

cross through zero. It will provide an unambiguous test of CSB effects

to the level of AA ~ 0.001, corresponding to a laboratory angle differ-

ence at zero crossing of ~ 0.04°.

2. Scientific Value of the Experiment

The validity of the concepts of charge independence and charge sym-

metry in the strong interaction has been investigated for a long time.

Studies of the low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters [1] have

shown that charge independence breaking (CIB) interactions exist

(la Kla I). Such studies do not allow the unequivocal determination
1 nn' ' np '

of whether charge-symmetry breaking (CSB) forces are also present. The

main problem is the complicated influence of the electromagnetic inter-

action in p-p scattering, which forbids an unambiguous determination of

the purely hadronic parameters. The values for electromagnetic effects

corrected proton-proton scattering length and effective range are -17.1

± 0.2 fm and 2.84 ± 0.03 fm, respectively [2], although one may argue

about the small error assigned to a . The latest measurements of the
PP

y-ray spectrum of the ir~d + ynn reaction resulted in a scattering length
a = -18.6 ± 0.45 fm [3] and an effective range r = 2.83 ± 0.11 fm [2].
nn nn
1. E.M. Henley and G.A. Miller, in "Mesons in Nuclei", ed. by M. Rho,

and D.H. Wilkinson, North-Holland Publishing Co., (Amsterdam, 1978).
2. H.W. Fearing, Nucl. Phys. A353, 17c (1981).

3. B. Gabioud .et̂  _aU, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 1508 (1979).
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These values should be compared with the previous world average for the

scattering length a = -16.6 ± 0.6 fm [1] and new results for the
nn

effective range determined from n-n quasi-free scattering in the reac-
tion nd * p , r = 2.69 ± 0.27 ftn [2] and r = 2.65 ± 0.18 fm [31.

rnn nn nn

The inconsistency among the neutron-neutron scattering lengths on the

one hand and the theoretical uncertainties in the Coulomb corrected

proton-proton scattering length on the other hand make unambitious

determination of la I — la. I impossible. Theoretical considerations
1 nn1 ' pp' v

based upon standard p-u> models of charge-symmetry breaking [4] or more

fundamentally mass differences of the up and down quarks [5] predict

ja | to be slightly larger than |a |.

A comparison of neutron-neutron scattering with proton-proton scat-

tering differential cross sections at intermediate energies is intrin-

sically difficult due to normalization problems. The accuracies that

may be obtained at present are no better than a few per cent [6], The

inequality of neutron-neutron and proton-proton scattering parameters

after correction for direct electromagnetic effects would give evidence

for the existence of class III charge dependent forces.

It appears, though, that charge symmetry is broken, even if only

slightly. A great deal of circumstantial evidence for the presence of

CSB forces has been accumulated over the years. The best known and most

convincing example is the "Nolen-Schiffer" Coulomb energy anomaly [7].

A stur-y of many nuclei, particularly of 3H and 3He, has shown that in

every case the calculated direct Coulomb effects (not including CSB
1. H.W. Fearing, Nucl. Phys. A353, 17c (1981).
2. H. Guratzsch et al., Nucl. Phys. A342, 239 (1980).
3. W. von Witsch et al., Phys. Lett. 91B, 342 (1980).
4. S.A. Coon, M.D. Scadron, and P.C. McNamee, Nucl. Phys. A287,

381 (1977).
J.L. Friar, and B.F. Gibson, Phys. Rev. C17, 1752 (1978).

5. A.W. Thomas, P. Bickerstaff, and A. Gersten. TRIUMF preprint
TRI-PP-81-22.

6. R. Carlini et al., Contribution K2 to the Vlllth International
Conference on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, (Zurich,
1977).

7. J.A. Nolen and H.P. Schiffer, Annual Review of Nuclear Science,
19 (1969) and Phys. Letters, 29B (1969).
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nuclear forces) give too small a value for the binding energy differ-

ences. Thus the existence of CSB forces is implied. The 3He - 3H

binding energy difference after removal of direct electromagnetic con-

tributions stands at AE = 81 ± 29 keV [1], Since the iSQ state makes

up for more than 90% in the three nucleon bound state the binding energy

difference directly reflects charge asymmetry in the T = 1, 1=0 N-N

system. For heavier nuclei because of the complications of the nuclear

many-body problem it is very difficult (or impossible) to interpret the

Nolan-Schiffer anomaly quantitatively in terms of specific CSB compon-

ents of the NN interaction. A recent study [2] indicates that certain

Nolan-Schiffer anomalies may be explainable in terms of a smaller dif-

ference than hitherto accepted between rras radii of neutron and proton

density distributions. From theory [3] several kinds of CSB forces are

predicted, caused by a variety of mesonic "indirect" electromagnetic

effects such as meson mixing, iry exchange and "electromagnetic renorm-

alization" (radiative corrections) of meson-nucleon coupling constants

and of the baryon masses-

Charge symmetry of the n-p interaction leads to the complete separ-

ation of the isovector and isoscalar parts of the scattering matrix. In

the even (odd) partial waves the isovector part contains spin singlet

(triplet), the isoscalar part spin triplet (singlet) contributions only.

The concept of charge symmetry forbids transitions between the two parts

and thus between the spin triplet and singlet states. The triplet-

singlet transition amplitude f o is thus forced to vanish. This
1 3

restriction in turn leads to exactly equal polarizations of neutrons and

protons in the scattering of initially unpolarized particles. Thus, for

a given (neutron) scattering angle 0 in np scattering, the concept of

charge symmetry implies

AP(9) = Pn(9) - Pp(ir-G) = 0,

1. S.A. Coon, Proceedings of Charge-Symmetry Workshop, ed. by
N.E. Davison, J.P. Svenne, and W.T.H. van Oers, TRIUMF Report,
TRI-81-3.

2. S. Shlomo, and E. Friedman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 1180 (1977).
3. E.M. Henley and G.A. Miller, in "Mesons in Nuclei", ed. by M. Rho,

and D.H. Wilkinson, North-Holland Publishing Co., (Amsterdam,
1978).
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i.e., the equality of the polarization of scattered and recoil nucleon.

Exactly the same considerations hold for the analysing powers A (9) and

A (ir-9) and their difference AA in the scattering of polarized nucleons.
P
For the sake of simplicity we shall use the general term polarization

for both observables.

If, on the other hand, charge symmetry is given up, isospin mixing

via spin triplet-singlet transitions becomes possible and a non-zero

difference AA will in general be observed. Such a difference is di-

rectly proportional to the amplitude f_c and thus to the existence of

isospin-mixing CSB forces (class IV charge dependent forces). From the

detection of a non-vanishing polarization difference AA the CSB ampli-

tude f can be determined to the extent that the other interfering
1 o

amplitude is known, since [1]

AA = |

Calculations of the CSB effect at energies up to 460 MeV [2] and at 500

MeV [3], taking into account photon exchange with combined electric and

magnetic coupling, the exchange of mixed p-oi mesons, the effect of the

neutron-proton mass difference in TT exchange [2] and p exchange [3],

indicate that, at the zero-crossing angle, AA is of the order of 0.004

and may be as large as 0.010 or more. Effects of iry and 2ir exchanges

and of mixing of other mesons were not included. While their influence

is assumed to be small in present calculations, a larger effect cannot

be ruled out. Theoretical work is continuing. The energy dependence of

AA at the crossover angle within the framework of Ref. 4 has been es-

tablished.

1. J. Bystricky, F. Lehar, and P. Winternitz, Universite de Montreal
Report CRMA-1127.

2. C.Y. Cheung, E.M. Henley, and G.A. Miller, Nucl. Phys. A305, 342
(1978).

3. A. Gersten, Phys. Rev. C24, 2174 (1981).
4. H.W. Fearing, Nucl. Phys. A353, 17c (1981).
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These considerations show that a direct experimenta] investigation

of CSB effects in the NN interaction is a very timely and interesting

task. It will be particularly important to look for isospin-mixing

components in n-p scattering, since these are completely untested in the

usual comparison between the pp and the nn interaction. (Class III

charge dependent interactions versus class IV charge dependent inter-

actions). The investigation of np scattering has the advantage that

direct Coulomb effects do not exist, so that the presence or absence of

CSB effects can be decided unambiguously at the level of the experiment-

al accuracy, which is anticipated to be AA ~ ± 0.001.

3. Description of the Experiment

(a) The direct determination of the analyzing power difference by

a separate measurement of A and A would be extremely difficult as

there is no common polarization standard for neutrons and protons. We

propose a true null-measurement which is independent to first order of

polarization standards and of accurate symmetry of the experimental

apparatus. We use the fact that above 250 MeV bombarding energy the

analysing power in n-p scattering crosses zero near 8 = 75°. The zero

crossing can be detected without an accurate polarization standard by

looking for a vanishing asymmetry. Any difference in the position of

the zero of A and A will be unambiguous evidence of charge—symmetry

breaking effects.

We propose to measure the difference in angle at which the neutron

and proton analysing powers pass through zero to a precision of ~ 0.04°

lab, which corresponds to AA ~ 0.001 at zero crossing. A and A will

be measured in separate, but interleaved, experiments using the same

experimental setup (see the figure on page 32). A will be determined

by measuring the left-right asymmetry in the scattering of an unpolar-

ized neutron beam of ~ 500 MeV from a polarized hydrogen target. For

the measurement of A a polarized neutron beam will be scattered from

the same hydrogen target unpolarized. Background from inelastic events

will be reduced by detection of scattered neutrons and recoil protons In

coincidence and by timing with respect to the r.f. For the neutrons
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both time-of-flight and position information, while for the recoiling

protons time-of-flight, energy, and position information will be

obtained. Effects of drifts of beam or target polarization on the de-

termination of the angle of zero analysing power will be eliminated by

measuring simultaneously over a range of scattering angles including the

zero crossing. The use of twin detection systems set at equal angles at

either side of the neutron beam and repeated reversal of beam or target

polariation will cancel first order systematic errors arising from dif-

ferences of spin up and spin down polarizations, left and right scatter-

ing angles, solid angles and detection efficiencies. Second order err-

ors from these sources are also cancelled at the angle of zero analysing

power.

(b) The polarized neutron beam is prepared by transverse polariza-

tion transfer at 9° lab using the D(p,n)2p reaction at 500 MeV and a

liquid deuterium target. The neutron beam passes through a 3.3 m long

lead collimeter with steel inserts into the neutron scattering area

where the transverse component of neutron polarization is precessed into

the vertical plane by horizontal and vertical dipole magnets H and V.

The component perpendicular to the reaction plane is precessed simultan-

eously into the direction of travel of the neutron beam (negative hel-

icity).

The unpolarized neutron beam is produced as above, but with an un-

polarized proton beam incident on the liquid deuterium target. The pre-

cession solenoid and dipole magnets H and V are set as above to assure

the same beam geometry and to precess the component of neutron polari-

zation perpendiular to the reaction plane into the beam direction.

(c) The polarization of the incident proton beam will be measured

with a beam polarimeter placed in an existing scattering chamber before

the spin precession solenoid. The polarimeter is based upon p-p scat-

tering from a thin CH2 foil at an angle of 17° lab. The polarimeter

will have a geometry which minimizes its sensitivity to lateral dis-

placements and changes in direction of the incident beam.

(d) The beam energy will be measured with multiple scintillator

detector arrays (range counters) placed immediately behind the 17° de-
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tectors of the polarimeter. The anticipated sensitivty is ~ 50 keV.

(e) Two sets of split-plate secondary electron emission monitors

(each set giving x and y information) placed in front of the liquid

deuterium target will be used to control the beam spot position and the

beam direction via a feedback system to two sets of steering magnets

located upstream in the beam line. It should be noted that spin rever-

sal of the proton beam takes place at the Ion source and thus the spin

precession solenoid will be energized always in the same direction to

prevent rotation of the phase space ellipse with changes in the field

direction.

(f) The polarization of the neutron beam will be measured with a

polarimeter positioned immediately behind the frozen spin polarized

hydrogen target. The polarimeter will measure both left-right and up-

down asymmetries. The neutron beam profile will be measured using a

converter and a set of delay line chambers.

(g) The neutron detectors are positioned so as to span laboratory

angles between 27° and 37° at either side of the neutron beam. They

each consist of a thin scintillator to veto charged particles, followed

by two 1.05 m x 1.05 m scintillator blocks. Each block comprises 7 pil-

lars of plastic scintillator 15 cm high by 15 cm deep viewed at either

end by phototubes. Relative timing of phototube pulses gives position

information for the detected neutron. Mean timing systems will provide

the tirae-of-flight of the neutron from the target. Gain stabilization

through detection of elastically scattered protons in a vertical array

of 7 button detectors will ensure constant neutron detection efficien-

cies.

(h) Recoil protons are detected in coincidence with the scattered

neutron in delay line chamber telescopes at either side of the beam.

Each telescope is built from four pairs of x-y multiwire chambers pre-

ceded and followed by a scintillator and followed by a range counter,

respectively, and spans laboratory angles between 47° and 57°.

(i) Background arising from quasifree scattering from carbon

contained in the polarized target, 12C(n,np) will be studied by
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replacing the butanol beads In the frozen spin target cell with carbon

beads.

(j) A design note dealing in detail with the many possible

systematic errors [1], as well as a report on Monte Carlo simulations

have been published [2J.

4. Progress to Date

Test Run #12, (September 11-30, 1983)

An upward shift of the neutron colimator aperture allowed better

centered proton beams on the LD2 target. The delay lines on the delay-

line chambers received new covers. Consecutively, linearities and

efficiencies were remeasured. Photoraultiplier "gains" on both neutron

arrays were adjusted using an iterative method. Various magnet elements

were tried with the SEM feedback system. The most reliable combination

consists of 4ASM3/4VBV1 for horizontal steering and 4ASM2/4ASM3 for ver-

tical steering of the proton beam. With the frozen spin target a mea-

surement was made of the crossover angle.

Test Run #13, (October 11-18, 1983)

The polarized ion source after extensive servicing produced the

highest intensity ever of polarized protons on the LD2 target. Currents

of 650 nA of p for all three spin states "up", "off", and "down" were

measured. Polarizations varied between 0.65 and 0.70. A calibration of

the neutron polarimeter was made assuming the polarization transfer

coefficient R to be known. The frozen spin polarized target reached

positive polarizations of 0.87 and negative polarizations in the ninety

per cent region, n-p coincidence data were taken for the first time

with the data acquisition program MIDAS and written on magnetic tape.

Various data-taking sequences were tried.

Test Run #14, (November 17-27, 1983)

Shakedown run before commencing actual data-taking planned for

February 1984. The frozen spin target holding field stability and

reproducibility to ±5 parts in 104 is one of the requirements which must

be met. Some problems were encountered during test run #14 with long

1. J. Birchall, TRIUMF Design Note TRI-DN-81-7, unpublished.
2. L.G. Greenaius, TRIUMF Report.
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term stability. The solution that was decided upon was to replace the

room temperature coil power supply with one stable to ±1 part in 10"1 ac-

cording to specification sheets. The holding field is monitored using

two Hall probes positioned above and below the FST cell, as well as

through the voltage drop over a shunt resistor. In addition the sample

cell and holding field's symmetry axes should coincide within 1 mm and

be vertical to within ±0.25°. In order to check on the sample cell's

position within the enclosure of the cryostat a procedure of taking X-

ray photographs at the beginning and end of each data-taking run was

established. Magnet field measurements of the holding field were made.

During test run #14 the average positive and negative target polariza-

tions were +0.668 and -0.695, respectively, while the average decay rate

was 2.4% per hour. The target temperature was about 75 mK, causing the

high decay rate.

Five photomultipliers on the neutron detector arrays showed

intolerable instabilities. These photomultipliers were replaced after

inspection of the optical couplings between scintillator and photo-

multiplier. Various minor modifications and additions to the

electronics and data acquisition system were introduced following the

results of the analysis of the data taken.

First data taking run (#15), (February 24 - March 9, 1984)

Prior to this run the neutron beam profile monitor and polarimeter

was moved upstream by 1.25 m (to accommodate experiment 190) requiring

careful realignment. The results obtained during run #15 with the

neutron beam polarimeter were exhaustively analysed. During run #15 the

average positive and negative target polarizations were +0.66 and -0.72,

respectively. Target temperatures were still about 75 mK. The polar-

ized beam in each of the three spin states; "up", "off", and "down"

approached intensities of 300 nA at the LD_ target. The proton beam

polarization had typical values in the range 0.65 to 0.70 giving a

neutron beam polarization of about 0.50. Randomization in the selection

of the polariztd beam spin states has been introduced. The average

nominal beam energy was 497.76 MeV with average shifts from run to run
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around the average nominal beam energy of ±45 keV. Each complete meas-

urement cycle lasts four days, a total of 2-1/2 cycles of data taking

were obtained. Data analysis is being performed along two independent

streams using different analysis programs: at the University of Alberta

and at the University of Manitoba.

Second data taking run (//16), August 4-22, 1984

During run #16 the average positive and negative target polariza-

tions were +0.81 and -0.87, respectively. Average decay times for the

two polarizations were ~200 hrs; operational temperatures of the target

were about 60 mK. The average nominal beam energy was 498.08 MeV with a

variance of 123 keV. A total of 3 four-day cycles of data taking were

obtained bringing the total amount of data taken so far to approximately

40% of what was intended to be obtained for the whole experiment.

5. Timetable

At present two further data taking runs have been scheduled: from

September 26 until October 17, 1984 and from December 5 until December

24, 1984. Unless a major catastrophy takes place, these two runs

together with the data in hand from the first and second data taking

runs (#15 and #16 in cycles 55 and 56) will allow us to obtain a

statistical accuracy on the difference in the crossover angle of ±0.06°

or slightly better. It is expected that a total of some 400 data tapes

will finally be accumulated. Analysis is taking place following two

independent streams: at the University of Alberta and at the University

of Manitoba. The analysis will require a number of passes through each

data tape following some fine tuning of the programs to account for

various corrections. Consequently the analysis will take approximately

one year of effort before the final result will be obtained. In the

meantime we intend to complete a new theoretical calculation of the

difference in the analyzing powers AA.
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p+I60 Elastic Scattering (Experiment 169)

The final "clean-up" run for this experiment, which was twice post-

poned due to delays in the MRS upgrade program, took place in June.

The p+160 elastic scattering cross section was remeasured at intermed-

iate angles (16° to 45°) at 200, 300, 400 and 508 MeV. The high resolu-

tion dispersed beam mode of MRS operation was used at 200 MeV to disen-

tangle the p+'t0Ca elastic scattering from scattering due to lighter con-

taminant nuclei in the 15° to 20° region. These data have been ana-

lysed and, combined with our previous measurements, will be compared

with current relativistic and nonrelativistic models of elastic scat-

tering.
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Analysis of Experiment 171: Test of Time Reversal Invariance in p-p
Scattering at 200 MeV

Tests of time reversal invariance in nuclear physics can be mani-

fested through a precise determination of an observable in a reaction

and subsequent comparison with the same observable under the conditions

of an exact time-reversed process. The difficulties using the prin-

ciple of detailed balance in reactions where incident and detected

particles are different, where targets and apparatus vary between meas-

urements of the process and its inverse, are well documented in the

literature. Add to this the uncertainties associated with observables

whose absolute values are to be compared and the hazards in producing

convincing arguments supporting true deviations from TRI become formid-

able.

Measurements of spin observables in TRI studies offer the advant-

age that a properly designed experiment can minimize reference to nor-

malization standards. Since TRI demands that the polarization produced

in elastic scattering is equal to the analyzing power of the scatterer

in the inverse reaction, observations of deviations of P-A from zero

indicate the presence of TRV amplitudes in the scattering.

Previous tests of TRI in elastic proton-nucleus scattering were

performed in kinematic regions where the sensitivity to any TRV ampli-

tudes was poor [1]. We chose to re-examine TRI where sensitivities

were near optimum and under the assumption that if TRV occurs at a

substantial level in the strong interaction, it could be most clearly

evaluated in the NN elastic process.

We chose to compare the polarization and analyzing power in p-p

elastic scattering to test TRI following the technique of Gross et al.

[2], which eliminates the need to determine the absolute value of the

beam polarization In the measurement of analyzing power and the need to

know the analyzing power of a polarimeter analyzer in the measurement

of the polarization. The experiment Involved: (a) the simultaneous

measurement of A for p + H and p + 12C elastic scattering and (b) the

1. Conzett, Santa Fe, p.1422
2. Gross et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 21 (1968) 1476
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simultaneous measurement of che outgoing proton polarization in p + H

and p + 12C in a double scattering experiment. Parity conservation

assures that P = A for the spin zero carbon elastic scattering so that

it is used to link the observed asymmetries for the p + H process.

Thus with polarized protons incident on a CH2 target the ratio of

asymmetries E. /E was measured and the ratio A, /A determined without
he he

needing knowledge of the beam polarization. In a subsequent double

scattering experiment, P*/P was evaluated from measured polarimeter

asymmetries where no reference to the analyzing power of the analyzer
Ph Ah

was necessary. The ratio P /A, was determined from — -— using the
n n r n

c c
fact that P = A from parity conservation,c c v J

Having chosen p-p scattering as the vehicle to test TRI, kineraati-

cal regions where the quantities [1]

1 - D 1 - K a n d l + C

nono noon nnoo

are all large were selected to maximize sensitivity to TRV components.

We have adapted the procedure of Gross et al. [2] in p-p scatter-

ing by using CH- as the target and making all p-H measurements relative

to p-1;;-C. The proton beam was 200 MeV and scattering was observed at

16.5 degrees in the laboratory. Protons scattered by carbon at this

angle had an energy of 199 MeV, while those scattered from hydrogen

were at 182 MeV. All p-*2C data were taken with a copper degrader lo-

cated upstream of the polarimeters so that the energy of protons ana-

lyzed by the second scattering was the same in all cases.

The large amount of data collected has been carefully analyzed

with due consideration given to systematic errors. At the time of this

writing a Monte Carlo analysis of finite geometry contributions to any

observed difference in P and A is in progress. Upon completion of this

analysis measured differences in P and A in proton-proton scattering at

200 MeV will be available.
1. Bystricky, Lehar, Winternitz, J. Physique 45̂  (1984) 207
2. Gross et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 21 (1968) 1476
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Radiative Polarized Neutron Capture (Experiment 190)

Analysis to extract the differential cross section of the existing

data on ap + dy at E = 180 and 270 MeV has been completed. The results

were shown at the Heidelberg conference and will now be submitted for

publication.

This year funds were granted to adapt our existing apparatus to

cover a much larger angular acceptance, which in turn should result in

much better statistical accuracy of the data. The equipment (shown in

the figure on page 36) was installed.

(a) Two large position sensitive photon detectors consisting of a
lead convertor, 40 x 90 cm multiwire chambers, and associated
scintillators

(b) Two deuteron detectors each consisting of a 30 x 30 cm MWPC
and a 25 x 25 cm x 15 cm thick Nal detector

The photon detectors were calibrated using tagged photons from the

reaction 7T~p + ny. This allowed us to determine both the absolute

efficiency for 130 MeV photons and to measure the position sensitivity.

The results are: efficiency of about 55% and position sensitivity of

about ± 1 cm. The latter should allow us to dramatically reduce the

background events coming from the reaction np ->• d-jr" using the coplan-

arity between the deuteron and photon as a criterion to select the

np •*• dy events.

In August the equipment was installed behind Experiment 121 and

some data were taken to allow evalution of the system performance.

These data are at present being analyzed. A test was also carried out

using a simulated target whose content closely approximated that of the

frozen spin hydrogen target to determine the feasibility of measurements

using that target. The data from this feasibility run are being ana-

lyzed at the University of Manitoba.

Proposed Research - 1985-86

It is anticipated that polarized neutron beam time will be sched-

uled for this experiment in May and September, 1985. To meet this

schedule a liquid hydrogen target will be installed during the winter
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shutdown. At the same time the experiment equipment will be relocated

at the primary target position on beam line IV-C. Measurements of the

asymmetry will be performed at E = 350, 425 and 500 MeV. For each bite

of A6 = 5° a statistical accuracy of better than 2% will be achieved.

The target cell previously constructed for data taking at 270 MeV

(7 cm) will also be used at 350 MeV. It is proposed to construct a new

cell of about 11 cm to use for angles when deuteron energies are above

250 MeV. This will result in a welcome increase in the counting rate.

Theoretical Support

In parallel with these experimental investigations new theoretical

estimates of this radiative process are being made with particular ref-

erence made to the import of spin.

Measurements of the analysing power would yield information about

the small components in the wavefunction of the deuteron and in the

scattering state of the two nucleon system. The transition matrix ele-

ments, including the contributions from meson exchange currents, are

calculated in a gauge-invariant way. The wavefunctions for the initial

scattering state and the deuteron bound state are obtained in a consist-

ent calculation that involves solving coupled channel equations, i.e.

coupled nucleonic and isobaric degrees of freedom. This would establish

basic results within a conventional picture with nucleons, isobars and

mesons in a non-relativistic treatment. Any deviations from the experi-

mental data may shed some light on either the relativistic effects or

the role of other degrees of freedom in the deuteron.

Proton-Proton Bremsstrahlung (Experiment 208)

Theoretical Progress

During the past year there has been major progress on our program

of theoretical calculations of ppy, and the first stage is now essen-

tially complete. Recall that the aim of these calculations was to de-

velop a "good" and "modern" potential model calculation for comparison
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with the data and with the older on-shell soft photon approximation cal-

culations. By "good" was meant a calculation which cotains a number of

effects such as relativistic spin corrections, Coulomb effects, one-pion

exchange contributions to the higher partial wave, etc. which had not

previously been included simultaneously and by "modern" was meant a cal-

culation using one of the modern theoretically based potentials such as

the Paris or Bonn potential.

We now have such a calculation working for both Paris and Bonn

potentials. The method used is to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

in momentum space for the half off shell nueleon-nucleon T-matrix, which

is then combined with propagator factors and the electromagnetic vertex

to get the ppy amplitude. Such a calculation thus includes both off

shell effects and terms of all orders in the photon momentum k in dis-

tinction to the soft photon approximation which requires purely on shell

information and includes only the first two orders in k.

For the Paris potential, the results for both cross section and

analyzing powers are distinctly different from those obtained via the

soft photon approximation and the present experiment should easily dis-

tinguish between the two.

What is somewhat surprising, however, is that the Paris potential

results, once relativistic spin corrections are included, are quite

similar to older calculations with Reid Soft Core or other phenoraeno-

logical potentials, and thus still in rather poorer agreement with the

cross section data from the old TRIUMF experiment than are the results

from the soft photon approximation. Results for the Bonn potential are

very similar to the Paris results, for both cross section and analyzing

power. Although we have found one or two isolated kinematic situations

where Bonn and Paris analyzing powers are quite different, we have not

yet found a situation where the present experiment is likely to be able

to distinguish the two potentials. We have also calculated the off

shell extension function for the two potentials, and also for the Reid

Soft Core potential, and found them all very similar. Thus in retro-

spect the similarity of all the potential model results does not in-

dicate a lack of sensitivity in ppy to off shell effects, but instead
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simply reflects the fact that all potentials we have tried so far are

very much the same both on and off shell.

As a second stage there are several refinements which could be

included. Our calculation is gauge invariant as it stands, but there

are additional gauge terms coming from non-localities in the potential

which should be added. These have never been calculated before, but

probably are small. We have also not yet included higher order pieces

of the double scattering terms. However, if these latter corrections

have the same sign as at somewhat lower energies they will increase the

difference between soft photon and potential model results.

Experimental Progress

Construction of the apparatus (figure on page 40) has proceeded

throughout 1984 and was completed in time for the polarized beam running

scheduled for December 1984 - January 1985. The liquid hydrogen target

and the vacuum chamber were constructed and tested in beam in February.

Slight modifications to improve performance were then made. The "C"

magnet was constructed at TRIUMF during the summer, and then tested and

field mapped. It was installed in the IB area in August. Construc-

tion, testing and installation of the Cerenkov and plastic scintillation

counters (54 in all) were also completed by August. During the Septem-

ber run we discovered we needed 8 new veto counters to go behind the

high energy trigger counters behind the magnet. These veto counters

reduce our accidental trigger rate by vetoing elastically scattered

protons coming through the magnet.

The major items of equipment which were late were the vertical

drift chambers (VDC's) used in front of and behind the magnet. These

chambers are being constructed by the TRIUMF wire chamber facility, and

were delayed because of (1) the very high priority given to completing

the MRS upgrade during the winter of 1984-85, (2) the fact that the wire

chamber facility was moved from the University of Alberta in Edmonton to

TRIUMF during the spring. Three of the drift chambers were completed

in September and the fourth and final chamber was completed in December.

Three of the drift chambers have been tested in beam and performed as

expected without problems.
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During the year we have had runs in February and August to test

various components of the experiment and a third run was completed in

mid-December. We believe we have already seen real ppy triple coinci-

dences (figure on page 42) of the type we are looking for, at roughly

the expected rate. We are investing substantial effort in improving the

beam quality in the IB area, the factor which presently appears to be

limiting the experiment. Better collimation, tuning, etc. are being

tried in the current test run.

Final data taking will start in January 1985, and provided no

unforeseen problems arise, will be completed in the polarized beam

periods scheduled for the summer of 1985.

Scattering Chamber

The geometry and detection requirements peculiar to the kinemati-

cally complete p-p Bremsstrahlung experiment dictated an unconventional

scattering chamber.

The necessity of accommodating an array of five plastic scintil-

lator detectors for the low energy protons inside the vacuum of the

target chamber at a one meter flight path from the target called for a

large dimension (in the scattering plane) chamber. Whereas a conven-

tional round chamber of this radius would present the mechanical problem

of supporting an enormous collapsing atmospheric pressure on the large

lid and bottom areas and thus would require massive wall support, we

decided on a polygonal chamber with straight wall sections reducing the

volume of the vacuum to a minimum envelope of the configuration of

objects located inside. This choice allowed closer proximity of the

Cerenkov gamma detectors to the target for more effective coverage of

the solid angle and it also allowed the use of thin wall light aluminium

structural numbers for the side wall sections of the chamber, where it

is critical for unobstructed exit of the detected y~rays. We used

standard 8" x 3" aluminium channel throughout the design of the chamber

for wall sections as well as on structural reinforcement webbing of the

top and bottom plates, which then could be made only 1" thick. This
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choice of shape coupled with the type of material used resulted in a

very economical and light (relative to its size) chamber (figure on page

44) with a total cost (labour at the University of Alberta Technical

Services Machine Shop plus material) of $10,000.

The chamber contains a flat 5 mm thick LH2 target with thin

(0.0003") kapton windows. These target windows are maintained flat by

an upstream and downstream envelope of hydrogen gas at the same pressure

as the liquid. Since the interaction of the beam with the outside

windows of the gas enclosure would cause intolerable background for the

experiment, they were moved one meter upstream and one meter downstream

of the target, extending the hydrogen gas enclosure into a 2" diameter

thin wall stainless steel tube of this length both upstream and down-

stream of the target. The displacement of these gas enclosure entrance

and exit windows (0.001" stainless steel) is large enough to allow

location of adequate shielding wedges (steel and hydrocarbon on the y

ray exit side) to reduce the background from these windows to tolerable

levels. The downstream half of the gas enclosure tube has two slit

kapton covered windows to allow exit of protons from the target in the

region of the scattering angles of interest, both on low energy as well

as high energy sides. Whereas the low energy proton is detected inside

the vacuum in a plastic scintillator, the high energy proton exits the

vacuum through a large kapton window to be momentum analyzed in a

detection system consisting of four V.D.C.'s, a dipole magnet, and an

array of plastic scintillators.

The assembly of the LH2 target cell (figure on page 45) with its

gas tube extensions is supported independently from the cryostat assem-

bly inside the scattering chamber from its top lid by means of adjust-

able brackets which contain the 2" tube central on stretched thin stain-

less steel wires. This provides efficient support with negligible

influx of conducted heat.

The chamber also contains a permanent C-magnet to sweep away the 5

rays from the low energy proton flux. This, as all other objects which

are contained inside the vacuum chamber, is mounted from the underside

of the top lid of the chamber. Such arrangement, coupled with the
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method by which the chamber itself is supported (figure on page 47),

provides for a very easy access to the chamber and its inside components

without disturbing the experimental set-up. The scattering chamber is

suspended from an overhead support framework which allows complete ac-

cess to the chamber from its sides and from the underside. The access

to its interior configuration of objects and their alignment is obtained

by lowering of the chamber bottom plate on a hydrolically jacked trolley.

The overhead frame also supports the LH2 refrigerator and its cryo-

stat assembly which is joined to the scattering chamber and to its LHg

target vessel by means of a flexible bellows link.
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SECTION F

Theoretical Studies

Theoretical Study of the Reaction p3H >• '•Hey

The differential cross-section and the analyzing power of the reac-

tion p3H + 4Hey in the energy range 200 - 400 MeV [1] are studied. Cal-

culations are done in the plane wave and the distorted wave Born Approx-

imation. The distorted waves are obtained from the optical model poten-

tial which is derived from the cross-section and the polarisation data of

p + 3He elastic scattering. The antisymmetrisation of the incident and

the target nucleus is fully taken into account. The analysing powers

will be sensitive to the D-state probability in the ^He particle. Both

the S-state and the D-state of the initial channel and of the final chan-

nel are considered. In addition, the role of the Meson Exchange Currents

which become important at intermediate energies will be investigated.

[2,3].

Inelastic Scattering of Nucleons at Intermediate Energy and Di.rac Phenom-
enology

In recent years, the Diract equation has been successfully used to

describe proton elastic scattering at intermediate energies [4]. In this

approach, a complex optical - ' -̂ ntlal consisting of a Lorentz scalar

term and a time-like Lorenta -. * . term is used in the Dirac equation

describing the motion of the nucleon in the field of the target nucleus.

The parameters of the potential can either be treated completely phenom-

enologically, and thus determined from the elastic scattering data, or

the number of free parameters can be reduced by invoking information on

N-N amplitudes and nuclear charge and matter densities. Recently this

approach has acquired a certain degree of respectability as a result of

1. J. Thekkumthala, "An Experimental Study of the Reaction p3H •* ''Hey
at Intermediate Energies," Ph.D. Thesis, University of Alberta, 1984

2. I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna, "Meson Exchange Currents in Thermal
n-3He Radiative Capture," Nucl. Phys. A356, 445 (1981)

3. H.C. Lee and F.C. Khanna, "Doubly Radiative np Capture," Phys. Rev.
C14, 1306 (1976)

4. L.G. Arnold et al., Phys. Rev. C19 (1979) 917
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several microscopic calculations [1,2] which turned out to support the

phenoraenological results.

Based on this phenomenology we have undertaken an investigation of

nucleon inelastic scattering at intermediate energy. Several different

approaches have been pursued:

1. Calculations with Dirac-Equation-Based Potentials:

In this approach the Dirac equation is reduced to a Schrodinger-

like equation for a wave function that has the same asymptotic behaviour

as the upper component of the Dirac spinor. The resulting potential

(Schrodinger equivalent potential or Dirac-equation-based potential

(DEB)), therefore, produces, when used in the SchrBdinger equation, the

same elastic scattering as is obtained using the Dirac equation- Inelas-

tic scattering leading to the excitation of collective states in even-

even target nuclei is then described within the framework of this poten-

tial with only minor modifications of existing DWBA codes- The main

differences between this approach and the conventional one are in the

inelastic form factors. In particular, the real form factors can be

quite different near 200 MeV, as a result of the unconventional shape of

the potential in this region of energy. The possibility that this may

lead to an explanation of the normalization problem for the inelastic

scattering has been raised by Satchler [3]. We have looked into this and

found that although the use of the DEB potential leads to increased

values of the deformation parameter, the deformation length, however,

does not change. The normalization problem, therefore, remains unre-

solved. In general, we found that the cross section is not sensitive to

the new potentials but some sensitivity is present in the analyzing pow-

ers, particularly in the region 300 - 500 MeV. This work has been sub-

mitted for publication [4].

1. M. Jaminon e£ al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43_ (1979) 1097
Ibid, C22 (1980) 2027

2. J.A. McNeil et_ al̂ , Phys. Rev. Lett. 50_ (1983) 1439
B.C. Clark e£ al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50_ (1983) 1644

3. G.R. Satchler, Nucl. Phys. A394 (1983) 349
4. H.S. Sherif, R.I. Sawafta and E.D. Cooper, submitted to Nucl. Phys.
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2. Relativistic DWBA Calculations

The relativistic distorted wave Born approximation is basically an

extension of the well known non-relativistic DWBA model for collective

excitations. There are two basic ingredients in the RDWBA: The first is

that the distorted waves describing the nucleon-nucleus relative motion

are solutions of the Dirac equation with scalar and Lorentz four-vector

complex optical potentials. The second ingredient is that the transition

operator is obtained from deforming these vector and scalar potentials in

what might be termed an "extended Dirac optical potential," similar to

••he procedure followed in the non-relativistic case. The nuclear collec-

tive states are treated non-relativistically. On a more formal level,

the RDWBA t-matrix can be derived by starting from a Hamiltonian which

consists of a Dirac Hamiltonian for the nucleon, a phonon Hamiltonian for

the target nucleus and an interaction Hamiltonian. This leads to a set

of coupled integral equations, which are solved to first order in the

interaction to yield the RDWBA t-matrix.

We write the proton inelastic scattering t-matrix for the excitation

of a natural parity state |JM> in an even-even target nucleus (ground

state |00>) as follows:

T(p,; uf M) = / J (r) <JM|AU|00 > * (?) dr (1)

Here u. and u are the spin projections of the proton in the initial and

final states, respectively. The IJJ'S are distorted Dirac spinors

describing the relative motion. They satisfy the following Dirac

equation:

[a • p + 3(m + U ) + U +V]iJ; = E^ (2)

where U and U are compelex scalar and time-like vector optical poten-
s o

tials, V is the Coulomb potential. The operator AU is obtained by

deforming the above scalar and vector potentials in the usual manner of

non-relativistic DWBA (wi neglect the deformation of the Coulomb poten-

tial in our present treatment). We then obtain to first order in the

deformation parameters:
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<JM|AU|OO> = <JM|AU + Y°AU |oo>|

= [C ( J ) % (r) M ° C (J)F ( r ) ] Y*M(r") ( '

s s o o J

where the C's are constant coeff ic ients which depend also on the deforma-

t ion parameters, and F ( r ) are complex rad ia l form factors proport ion-
s ,o

al, to the radial derivatives of the potentials.

Our approach is close in spirit to the approach developed by the

Colorado group. [1] These authors have developed a relativistic impulse

approximation approach which differs from ours in two points of detail:

(i) The optical potentials generating the distorted waves are based on

the use of the impulse approximation, (ii) The transition operators are

obtained through a folding procedure involving deformed vector and scalar

densities. The present model is currently being used in calculating the

inelastic cross section and analyzing power (or polarization) data for

several nuclei in the energy range 100 - 800 MeV. Bleszynski jat_ _al_. [2]

have shown that suitab" * defined polarization transfer observables can be

particularly sensitive to specific components of the NN amplitude and to

specific nuclear form factors under the single collision approximation.

Polarization transfer coefficients have been measured recently for the

inelastic scattering of 500 MeV protons for natural parity transitions in

'+0Ca and 208Pb [3] as well as for unnatural parity transitions in i2C

[4]. We have carried out calculations for the natural parity transi-

tions. We obtained reasonably good agreement with data. An example is

shown in the figure on page for the 208Pb case. This work has been

submitted for publication. [5]
3. Relativistic Coupled-Channels Calculations

In this approach the first order treatment of (1) and (2) above are

generalized to include coupled-channel effects. The CC code ECIS of

Raynal is modified in two ways:
1. E. Rost et_a±., Phys. Rev. C2£ (1984) 209
2. E. Bleszynski, e± a^., Phys. Rev. C26 (1982) 2063
3. B. Aas e£ £1.., Phys. Rev. C26_ (1982) 1770
4. J.B. McClelland _et £l., Phys. Rev. Lett. _52_ (1984) 98
5. H.S. Sherif, E.D. Cooper, and R.I. Sawafta, submitted to Phys. Lett.
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497 MeV

3" (2.61 MeV)

0

CM. Angle
The polarization transfer coefficients D.. , D. „i for the

inelastic scattering of 497 MeV protons on Pb leading
to the 3~ state at 2.61 MeV. The solid curves show the
relativistic DWBA calculations.
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(i) The DEB potential described above replaces the standard poten-
tials. Thus one may study the effects due to the unconventional
potential on inelastic scattering.

(ii) Dirac coupled channel equations are solved directly. Again here
the nucleon motion is described by Dirac spinors but the nuclear
excitations are treated non-relativistically.

Relativistic One-Nucleon Model for (p,y) Reactions

The (p,Y) reaction and its inverse (y,p) reaction, are sensitive to

the high momentum components of the nuclear wave function. Calculations

have been carried out for this reaction, but there appears to be some

difficulty in reconciling the recent measurements with results from these

calculations. [1]

In order to understand the role of relativistic effects in this

reaction we have begun a calculation of the reaction in which the simple

one nucleon mechanism is assumed to play a dominant role. The calcula-

tion is a relativistic DWBA [2] in which the proton continuum as well as

bound state wave functions are Dirac spinors. These are generated from

Dirac optical potential which fit the elastic scattering data.

1. G.S. Adams _et_ _aU, PANIC Conference (1984), Paper A7
2. E.D. Cooper and H.S. Sherif, Phys. Rev. Lett 47 (1981) 818
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1. Scientific Justification

The weak, strangeness-conserving parts of the hadronic interaction should
manifest themselves through the parity-violating signature inherent to the
weak interaction. Since parity is conserved in the strong and electro-
magnetic interactions any parity violation in the scattering of hadrons
indicates a weak interaction contribution.

Measurements of parity violation in proton-proton scattering are based on
the relative changes in the total cross section or the integrated differ-
ential cross section (over a suitable angular range) if the polarization
direction of the incident polarized beam is changed from positive to
negative helicity. The longitudinal analyzing power (Az), can be
expressed as

A „ _! (do/dt)*-(do/dt)*
A
z •

|pz| (dcr/dt)++(do7dt)*

Here p2 is the polarization of the incident proton beam, while the super-
scripts refer to positive and aegative helicity.

Experiments require elimination of systematic errors at least to the
level of 2xlO~8. The most important instrumental effects which need to
be considered are: beam intensity modulations, beam position and
direction modulations, beam emittance modulations, beam energy
modulations (in particular, if these modulations are correlated with spin
flip), residual transverse polarizations, double scattering effects, Q-
decay (and hyperon decay) asymmetries, and electronic asymmetries.

Existing measurements span the range from 15 MeV to 5.13 GeV.
(see Table 1.)

Table 1 Measurements of the parity-violating analyzing power A2.

p+p
p+p
p+p
p+p
p+p
p+d
p+a
p+H2O
p+H2O

15
45
46
47
800
15
45
800
5.13

Ti

MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
GeV

Az

-(1.7+0.8) x
-(2.3±0.8) x
-(1.3+2.3) x
-(4.6±2.6) x
(1.0+1.6) x

-(0.3±0.8) x
-(3.3±0.9) x
(1.7±3.3) x

(2.65+0.60) x

10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-6

ref

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

-1
-2
-2
-2

-2

A

.4

.5

.5

.5

.9

theor
z

x 10"7
x 10"7
x 10-7
x 10~7

x 10-7

ref

12
12
12
12

23

In proton-proton scattering there is no long range parity violating
interaction. The IT" is its own antiparticle, it is even under the charge
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conjugation transformation. Consequently a parity violating TI° proton
vertex would also violate CP, which implies an additional suppression
factor of ~ 10^. In proton-proton scattering parity violation occurs as
a result of short range interactions. In terms of boson exchange models
parity violation results from p° and UJ° exchanges. However, if one
leaves the boson exchange model for a quark, bag model then one expects
the dominant parity violating interactions to take place within the six
quark compound system of two overlapping protons or as a consequence of
weak-boson exchanges between two quarks. The main advantage of studying
parity violation in proton-proton scattering is its selectivity to short
range effects and the absence of nuclear wave function uncertainties
prevalent in finite nuclei.

The low-energy results (T.< 50 Mev) are in good agreement with

theoretical predictions for the longitudinal analyzing power based upon a
meson exchange model choosing "best" values for the weak meson nucleon
coupling constants12). The energy dependence is also in agreement with
theoretical predictions for the longitudinal analyzing power based upon
an earlier distorted wave approach13> with the weak interaction part
parameterized by p, u> and 2n exchanges, after multiplication by a factor
-0.5 the values of the weak meson nucleon coupling constants used are
within the range of reasonable values given in Ref. 12. The factor 0.5
follows from a difference in the definition of the longitudinal analyzing
power. The change in sign brings agreement with the low energy results
and with the predictions following the theoretical approach of Ref. 12
with "best" values for the weak meson nucleon coupling constants.

The existing low-energy measurements of the parity violating longitudinal
analyzing power in p-p scattering result in the following
relation9) between the weak coupling constants:

h* + 0.88 h° = (-26 ±12) x K T 7 ,

where the superscript indicates isospin changes AI=0. The low energy
measurement of the longitudinal analyzing power in p-a elastic scattering
at 45 MeV together with measurements of parity violating mixings of low
lying states in 19F and 21Ne, as manifested by the circular polarization
of emitted y-rays yields9)

h° + 0.48 h° = (9.4 ± 1.9) x 10"7.
p u

A measurement of the analyzing power angular distribution at 230 MeV
which one expects to exhibit a rather simple structure since only a few
parity violating transitions are involved, will determine the relative
(small) contribution of the higher angular momentum transition:
^ 2 - 3F2« Theoretical predictions for the analyzing power angular
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distributions follow from the work by Brown, Henley and Kreijs13).
Note that the original angular distributions of Ref. 13 have been multi-
plied by a factor -0.5. As stated above the 3F 2 phase shift changes
sign at ~ 450 MeV and thus this constitutes another important energy for
a measurement of parity violation in p-p scattering.

2. Beamline and Instrumentation

An experimental determination of Az to an accuracy of 3xl0~
8 places

severe constraints on polarized beam properties. First, in order to
obtain longitudinally polarized beam at any energy, one requires two
solenoids and two dipole magnets. Second, the experiment will be ex-
tremely sensitive to unwanted transverse polarization components in the
longitudinally polarized beam. It will be necessary to keep the trans-
verse polarization moments Pyx and Pxy down to a level of 10~

4Pz,
and also to continually monitor these undesirable polarization compon-
ents. Clearly, beam size in the liquid hydrogen (LH2) target region
must be small and close to parallel. Beamline IB as presently consti-
tuted does not fulfill these conditions, it perhaps could be modified by
the addition of an external beam dump to give more room between the
existing dipoles in the line for improved focussing elements, and to
allow higher beam intensity, although beam halo is a great concern. Our
following discussion considers beamline 4A where we have considerable
experience in the charge symmetry violation experiment.

Our present plans for the parity experiment use beamline 4A with compon-
ents as presently installed for the charge symmetry violation test (ex-
periment 121) and an additional superconducting solenoid "PARIS" installed
just in front of th bending magnet 4VB1. The LD, target flask, will be
withdrawn. The combination of the solenoids JANIS and PARIS and the bend-
ing magnets 4VB1 and 4AB2 will provide longitudinally polarized beam at
any energy between 200 and 500 MeV 1 9). Polarization direction reversal
will be implemented at the polarized ion source (see Section 3) with the
spin states "up" and "down" giving positive and negative helicity spin
states, respectively.

A 20 cm long LH2 target will be installed at the present SFU gas jet
target position. This LH2 target is positioned between two parallel
plate ioniation chambers as described in reference 20.

The LH2 target and parallel plate ionization chambers are preceded and
followed by monitors of intensity profiles and of transverse polarization
profiles. These polarization profile monitors (1 m long are as described
in Ref. 21 except that the detector arrangement is adapted from the pro-
ton beam monitor for experiment 121 (Ref. 22). The monitors observe p-p
coincident events at 17° lab in symmetric up-down and left-right detector
telescopes (with recoil detectors at 71.3° Lab). Quantative information
about ;;hese detectors is given in Table 2. Each monitor contains two
rotating lucite strips ( 1mm wide x 2 mm thick) which sweep through the x
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and y-proflles of the proton beam. The rotation is synchronous with the
spin helicity state reversals and interleaves the actual attenuation
measurements. The monitor counting rate will be 103 per second per 100
pA, determining transverse polarization components to 2 parts in 103 in
500 seconds. This compares to a time of 150 seconds for a similar meas-
urement in the 45 MeV parity violation experiment at SIN. The monitors
also contain scintillators with larger solid angles and current readout
in order to measure rapid changes in the small transverse polarization
components, in an arrangement similar to the 800 MeV experiments10).

The polarization profile monitors and split-plate secondary electron
emission monitors (SEM) allow corrections to the beam transport elements
via a feedback system to two sets of steering magnets: 4ASM4-4ASM5
(already existing) and 4ASM6-4ASM7 (to be installed). The procedure is
similar to that presently used on beamline 4A just before the bending
magnet 4AB2. Here centroids are stable and reproducible in position to
±0.15mm. The proton beam incident on the LH2 target must have centroids
stable and reproducible to within ±0.01 ram.

We intend to use a third superconducting solenoid to determine the sensi-
tivity of the measurement apparatus to transverse polarization components
For these control measurements the magnetic field of the first two
solenoids is set to zero.

Beam transport calculations indicate that one can achieve a 6 mm diameter
beam spot at the LHp target position achromatic in x,dx/dz,y, and dy/dz.
The rras multiple scattering angle after the target will be 3xlO~3 rad-
ians. This will pose no background problems since the beam dump is only
5.5 m downstream from the target. Beam halo must be strictly controlled.
A collimator may have to be placed upstream of the bending magnet 4AB2.
The noise spectrum of the beam intensity, position and direction will be
measured to define the spin direction reversal frequency. The cyclotron
fringe magnetic field varies from l.OmT to O.lmT between the vault wall
and the LH2 target. This fringe field will deflect the beam slightly
(radius of curvature for a 230 MeV proton will be 4640m, assuming a 0.5mT
magnetic field) and will also cause unwanted rotation of the spin direc-
tion. Consequently, this field will have to be shielded to <0.05mT in
the vicinity of the apparatus.

The angular distribution of the longitudinal analyzing power will be
measured in four detectors, covering the angular ranges 5°-13°, 13°-23°,
23°-33°, and 33°-43° lab . Scattered protons will be observed by four
annular scintillators each segmented into four equal parts (ir/2 in
azimuth). These annular detectors will be viewed by vacuum photodiodes
so the scintillating light will be transformed into current. Shielding
against delta-rays may have to be provided. Table 3 presents the
sensitivity of this detection arrangement to beam position and the
required precision for an instrumental asymmetry yielding an error in
Az not to exceed 3xlO~

8. By segmenting the annular scintillators one
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is able not only to measure the sum of the currents IiL+^iu+^lR+^iD

also to measure current differences, for instance, I -I and I -I ,
iL iR iU iO

as another control on the transverse polarization components of the beam
and alignment of the apparatus. This is an essential complement to the
polarization profile monitors because of the high statistics required over
short periods of time. Since plastic scintillator material has a rather
large thermal linear expansion coefficient (10-20xl0~5/°C) some tempera-
ture regulation may be required around the experimental setup.

4. Systematic Errors

The approach to controlling systematic errors in this experiment is,
first, to design the experiment so that errors are as small as possible,
second, to measure the sensitivity of the apparatus to errors and, third,
to collect sufficient information that residual errors can be estimated.
Much useful information has been gained from previous experiments of this
type. Many of the errors stem from transverse components of polarization
of the beam, and so much effort will go into minimizing these unwanted
components. Systematic errors anticipated in the experiment are outlined
below. The list will probably grow with time

a) Transverse Polarization Components g) Asymmetry from g-Decay

b) Beam Position Modulation h) Beam Halo

c) Lack of Symmetry of the Apparatus i) Temperature Drifts

d) Beam Intensity Modulation j) Residual Magnetic Fields

e) Beam Emittance Modulation k) Noise

f) Energy Modulation 1) Proton Double Scattering

5. Countrate estimates

1) Attenuation measurements

Let T represent the fraction of particles that pass through the upstream
ion chamber (IC1) and that reach the downstream ion chamber (IC2) then T
is given by the ratio of the total charges collected in the two ion chamb-
ers Q2/Qi

 o r I2/11 - N o w T = exp(-pt o t o t p_p)» with Pt the target thick-
ness in terms of the number of protons per cm2. Then for small 1-T

°tot p-p " l ~ Ttot p-p " l T If
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The statistical uncertainty in ̂ t o t D_D can then be expressed as
20:

A Jtot p-p
atot p-p

where N is the number of particles in the incident beam. For a 20 cm
thick LH2 target T - 0.979. Due to noise in the ionization chambers, the
error in the transmission factor T should be modified to read:

/ N

with v an empirical constant (v = 0-6)

Consequently:

Agtot p-p _ aT _ rl i T . T(1+T)V2T
°tot p-p-^T" ^ 1 T^T+ 2

With

°tot

and neglecting the uncertainty in p

aA _ . 1. Aotot
2 |F~> °tot

Thus it will require 640 hours with a 200 nA polarized beam to obtain a
accuracy of

Instrumentation testing leading to minor improvements of the experimental
setup and control measurements will require the bulk of the beamtime. In
the charge symmetry experiment 14 different runs (140 shifts) were con-
cerned with various aspects of instrumentation performance. We expect
that the proposed measurement will require a very similar approach. Note
that a great deal of testing may be done with unpolarized beams.

2. Angular Distribution Measurements

Let f be the fraction of protons incident on the target that are scattered
into one of the scintillator rings. The charges collected during a run in
the ionization chamber 1^ and the photodiodes are q, and q2 and the scat-
tering cross-section a is
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If m protons are incident on the target then the number scattered is

n = fm. The uncertainty in m, as measured by the ionization chamber is:

am = vm
1/2,

where v - 0.6.

The statistical uncertainty in the number of scattered protons is:

on = n
1'2.

If the pulse-height response of the sclntillator plus photodiodes has a
relative width a /g then, the uncertainty in the charge q2 measured by
the photodiodes is given by

Then the uncertainty in the scattering cross-section is

°a 2. 1 „ 1 0" 2

The uncertainty in the parity-violating asymmetry Is

Using v = 0.6 and a /g = 0.1, the expected counting times to reach

aA = 3 x 10~8 with a 200 nA polarized beam are as follows:
z

Angular range

5°
13°
23°
33°

- 13°
- 23°
- 33°
- 43°

f

0.00190
0.00458
0.00630
0.00712

Time
(hours)

205
85
62
55
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Program of tasks for the first year

1. Determination of the Fourier spectrum of beam intensity, position,
and direction.

2. Detailed systematic error analyses.

3. Preliminary measurements of beam halo.

4. Testing of POLISIS in spin-filter mode with rapid spin reversal.

5. Design and construction of a four-segment current polarimeter, tune-
up of rapid spin reversal with this device.

6. Design of improved LANL parallel plate ionization chambers.

7. Design of improved split-plate secondary electron emission monitors.

8. Improvement of the current stability of the JANIS superconducting
solenoid and the magnetic field stabilities of bending magnets 4VB1
and 4AB2.

9. Study of the stability of the transverse polarization of the ex-
tracted beam.
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Summary

In present phase shift analyses of NN data up to 500 MeV there is considerable
room for improvements. Phases are not defined completely without ambiguity,
especially in the 1-0 channel, which is accessible by np scattering. Values
of x2/<*ata point indicate that there exist systematic uncertainties.

We propose to measure the spin correlation parameter Aj,n in np scattering
first at 210 and 325 MeV, later on at 425 and 500 MeV in the angular region of
50°/70° to 150°/160° in the center of mass system to an absolute accuracy of
±0.03.

The effect of these added data on the phase shift solutions is to reduce the
errors of some low partial waves up to a factor of 2 and to eliminate
correlations between different phases.

A. Scientific Value of the Experiment
The investigation of the interaction between two nucleons is basic to

nuclear and particle physics and has quite a long history. The description of
the NN force is most often done in a phase shift parametrization of the
scattering matrix ^,2) (which explicitly conserves rotational invariance,
parity and in most cases time reversal invariance and charge symmetry), or
where applicable (i.e. below inelastic thresholds) in a potential model
picture, either purely phenomenological or derived from IT and heavy boson
exchanges 3^. A major task in intermediate energy nuclear physics is to
develop microscopic descriptions of nuclear reactions in terms of the
interaction between free nucleons, hence a precise knowledge of the NN force
is required.

The general form of the NN scattering matrix subject to general
invariance principles leaves us with 5 complex amplitudes at each angle and
energy in each of the two isospin states. Since an overall phase cannot be
observed, this amounts to 9 real quantities. To determine the scattering
matrix uniquely, we have to perform at least 9 different experiments for the
1=0 and 1-1 states (or np and pp scattering) at each angle and energy. Below
inelastic thresholds, because of unitarity relations, 5 experiments in which
complete angular distributions are measured for both np and pp scattering are
enough to determine the scattering matrix. Generally a complete determination
is not feasible and one relies on phase shift analyses which utilize data
taken over a range of angles to compensate for the lack of information at the
individual point. An energy dependent analysis can also be made when using
data in an energy band and expanding the phase shifts in terms of energy
dependent basis functions. In these analyses the high partial waves are
always fixed and given by the boson exchange values. They are not fitted
because of the lack of precise small angle data.

Phase shifts are not uniquely defined by an incomplete set of data, but
the overall smoothness of the existing analyses l't

2' as a function of
energy for the single energy fits gives confidence that the present
parametrizations of the NN data are to a great extent free of ambiguities.



Measurements of cross sections, analyzing powers and triple scattering
(Wolfenstein) parameters in the intermediate energy region for both pp and np
scattering at TRIUMF **', SIN 5', and LAMPF 6^ have helped very much in
this respect. Phase shift solutions which were badly defined before are now
quite stable up to ~650 MeV in np and pp scattering 7 ) .

Nevertheless, there remain some problems to be solved. As is shown in
Table 1, the x2 per data point for some single energy solutions 8^ is
significantly greater than one, pointing to the fact that some data points
contain systematic errors and/or have grossly underestimated errors.

In Refs. 2) and 9) it is pointed out that the most worthwhile further
measurement in np scattering would be the spin correlation parameter Ann,
which measures quite a different combination of amplitudes to the Wolfenstein
parameters and hence would serve to remove some still existing ambiguities in
the phases. Measurements over the angular range 40°-150° cm with an accuracy
of ±0.03 would reduce the errors of most of the low 1-0 partial waves by
factors of ~2 as is seen from Table II. There the effect of adding 12 Ann

data points which lie on the respective phase shift predictions at 210 MeV
(with the above mentioned accuracy and angular range), and thus affecting only
errors and correlations, is shown.

In addition there exist significant off-diagonal elements in the present error
matrices. Many of these correlations would be eliminated or weakened by
adding precision (±0.03) spin correlation parameters to the data base.
Table III Illustrates the effect for some correlation coefficients 9 ) .

Because of the strong correlations it is possible that bad data can affect
several phases at the same time. An example of systematic variations is the
effect of the 3D 3 phase on the prediction for A^, at 210 MeV. which is
shown in Fig. 1. Solution 1 is the Ann prediction of Bugg 9^ with the
best fit value for 3D^. Solution 2 is the prediction with a fit where 3D-j
was fixed at a value given by a smooth curve through other energies. Also
indicated is the single energy solution of Arndt 8' and the prediction of
the Paris potential °>.

At other energies the situation is similar. Specifically, we investigated the
effect of added Ann data (in the same angle region as at 210 MeV) at 325,
425 and 500 MeV. With the interactive phase shift program of R.A. Arndt 8>
we found that at 325 MeV some phase errors (3Sj_, 3D]_, and 3Do) are
reduced by a factor of 1.5 to 1.7, at 425 MeV the 3S^ and 3D2 phase
errors are reduced by a factor of 1.3 and at 500 MeV again the 3S^ and 3D£
errors are reduced by the same amount. Besides reducing the errors of
individual phases, Aj,n is again very effective in eliminating correlations
and thus stabilizing the solutions even more.

It can be shown that Ann in np scattering in this energy region is very
sensitive to the isoscalar tensor force *0'. Hence, measuring this
parameter accurately can reveal details about this part of the NN Interaction.
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Spin correlation data in np scattering are very scarce. At energies above 100
MeV the only parameter which has recently been measured is Ann at 395,
465, 565 and 665 MeV. This experiment was performed at LAMPF 6'.

The results are shown in Fig. 2 together with a phase-shift prediction of
Arndt (April 1980) and a new phase-shift calculation with the A ^ data
included (Arndt, interactive dial-in program). Several phases changed by more
than one standard deviation upon inclusion of these data, which is an
indication that systematic uncertainties persist and the phase errors are
underestimated. Typical errors in the LAMPF experiment are ±0.06 to ±0.15,
thus not of the accuracy mentioned above. The incident neutron beam had a
broad spectrum of energies and a polarization of only 202. The data were
analyzed in bins of 100 MeV width. No simultaneous measurement of scattering
to the left and to the right was made. The possibility of remaining
systematical errors in this experiment is not negligible. Although these data
help to stabilize the 1-0 phases up to ~650 MeV, they are not quite accurate
enough.

B. Description of the Experiment
We propose to measure the spin correlation parameter Ann in np scatt-

ering first at 210 and 325 MeV and later at 425 and 500 MeV in the angular
region of 5O°/7O° to 150°/160(> cm in 10° steps to an absolute accuracy of
±0.03.
The measurement of the spin correlation parameter Ann involves scattering
of polarized neutrons from a polarized proton target (both polarizations
vertical). The basic expression for the cross section is:

OL-H-^ot1 + ABPB + ¥ l + PBPT ^ n )

aj^is the cross section for scattering to the left when beam - (first index)

and target-spin (second index) are up. Pg and Pj are the beam and target
polarizations. Ag and Af are analyzing powers. Ann is the spin
correlation parameter. If charge symmetry is assumed, the analyzing powers
Ag and A? are the same (equality of analyzing power in np and pn scatter-
ing). Henceforth we set Ag • A? • A. Kan is the time reversed
quantity to Cnn, the spin correlation parameter in an experiment with
unpolarized beam and unpolarized target. Measuring Cnn would involve a
twin double scattering experiment which is necessarily more difficult than
determining left-right asymmetries with beam and target spins parallel and
antiparallel. The fact that A is an odd and Ann is an even function of
the scattering angle allows one to easily separate the effect of these two
parameters on the measured asymmetry. The analysis will be discussed in more
detail below.

C. Experimental Equipment
The experiment will use the same equipment and beamline as experiment

121 (Test of Charge Symmetry in np Scattering). The experimental layout is
shown in Fig. 3.



The polarized neutron beam is prepared by transverse 1v polarized protons
in the D(p,n) reaction at 9° lab. The vertical polarization of the proton
beam before precession in a solenoid is monitored by an in-beam polarimeter
in the SFU chamber. Two spin precession dipoles placed after a 3.5 m long
lead collimator will turn the neutron polarization into the vertical plane.
Neutrons then impinge on the large (50 cm3) frozen spin target. Two
identical detection systems for neutrons as well as recoil protons will be
placed to the left and to the right of the polarized proton target.

Scattered neutrons will be detected in lm x lm x 0.3 m sclntillator arrays
giving information on scattering angle and -via time of flight- on energy.
Recoil protons are detected in coincidence in MWPC and range counter
telescopes. Three multiwire chambers serve for track reconstruction and
determination of the scattering angle. The range counters serve to measure
the proton energy. Different absorber thicknesses in the range counters will
be needed for the different incident neutron energies and angle settings. In
addition, time of flight of the protons is measured. The kinematic over-
determination of elastic scattering events helps to reduce background from
inelastic scattering events. Contributions to measured asymmetries arising
from carbon and other material contained in the target can be corrected for by
measuring with empty target and a pure carbon target. Estimates of
contributions due to quasi-free scattering from measured 160(p,2p) and
40Ca(p,2p) data at 200 MeV show that this background is of the order of < IX.
A similar number has also been found in preliminary tests for experiment 121.
The effect of the background on Ann will be discussed below. The polar-
ization of the incident neutron beam will be monitored by an in-beam
polarimeter measuring left-right and up-down asymmetries.

The neutron counters and the proton counters are set to span 10° in the
laboratory system, which corresponds to roughly 20° *n the cm system.

The use of a twin detection system set at equal angles left and right to
the beam, together with measurements with the four spin configurations (beam,
target) (+,+), (+,-), (-,+) and (-,-) allow first order cancellation of
systematic errors arising from differences in spin up and down for both beam
and target polarizations, left and right scattering angles, solid angles and
detection efficiencies, differences in beam normalization for spin up and
down. This experiment will benefit very much from the experience which the
experimenters will get using the described equipment during experiment 121.

Measurements, Data Analysis
The observed count rates for beam and target polarized and detectors set

at equal but opposite angles are:

R + + - N l ^ e - a

AnJ



o is the "unpolarized" cross section.

The subscripts indicate the beam (first) and target (second) polarization
direction. L and R are the countrates in the left and right detectors,
respectively. N is the number of target protons per unit area. I is the
neutron flux on the target. ft Is the solid angle and e the detection
efficiency. A, Pg and PT are the np analyzing power, the beam
polarization and the target polarization, respectively. A ^ is the spin
correlation parameter.

Different methods to evaluate Ann from the observed countrates are
available, e.g.

1. By taking the average of the expression

1 L.j.-H.-L.-L
and

nn.L PRPT L..+L +L.+L

its counterpart with R substituted for L we get

A - - (A + A ).
nn 2 nn,L nn,R

2. Defining

R2 _ <I

S,D (R

we get

_ A_ Rn - 1

nn PB RD + 1

thus allowing to extract analyzing power and spin correlation parameter
together. In the expression for Ann the analyzing power A is required to
be known.

3. Defining

2 L.. R 2 L.+ R+_
r • - y— and s • JJ—rj »
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further,

it follows that

Ann " F T " (A(PB+PT) R " l^' and

2 - PBA(R+S)
PT » — , or a similar expression for Pn1 )•
T A (R-S) B

It is obvious that all three methods allow cancellation of inequalities in
^LeL ant* % eR' Methods 2) and3) in addition cancel out differences
in relative beam normalization for neutron spin up or down. It can be shown
that method 1) also is insensitive to first order in variations of I with spin
direction.

Further effects which may enter in the analysis are inequalities in
polarization of beam and target for spin up and down:

Pg * PB± a and P^ - PT ± S.

In addition we may find that there is a drift of beam polarization with time,
i.e. for different target polarization states (since target polarization will
be reversed less frequently than the beam polarization).

PB " ± ^PB~ Y) f o r PT up» a n d

Pg - * (Pg+ Y) for PT down.

It can be shown that all three expressions for Ann given above are to
first order insensitive to a,6 and y.

The effect of background can be investigated by adding a further term to the
individual countrates, e.g.

- NI+nLELoo((l+A(PB+PT) + P B P T A ^ ) +e (1+aPg))

and similarly for other countrates. e is the fraction of counts due to the
background (for unpolarized beam and target) and a is the effective analyzing
power of this background. It follows then that the effect of any background
is to generate first order deviations



Hi':

With an expected e of < 0.01 and a maximal absolute value of Ann of ~0.6
in the angular region of interest, we get AA^ < 0.006 which is well below
the anticipated accuracy of ± 0.03.

Computer simulations of the 2nd and higher order effects of a,0,Y and
differences in the relative normalization I± on the extracted values of
Ann show that for reasonable parameter values (Pg -0.5, a - 0.05, ?j
- 0.8, 6 • 0.03, Y " 0»05 and a 10% difference in I±) the maximal deviations
of the calculated results (over the whole angular range from 40° cm to 150°
cm) compared to the "true" values of Kan are 2.2 *10~^ for method 1),
2»10~2 for method 2) and 2«10~3 for method 3). These differences arise
because of different ways in which second and higher order effects enter in
the final expressions for Ann.

Of more concern is the determination of the polarizations Pg and ?j-
Errors in these quantities enter again as first order effects. Beam
polarization monitored by the in-beam neutron polarimeter will be compared to
the polarization deduced by the determination of Pg through the A-
measurement (method 2) and the knowledge of the np analyzing power measured by
the BASQUE group k ) . Initially the in-beam polarimeter has to be calibrated
against the measurement of the free np analyzing power with polarized beam and
unpolarized target using the actual experimental setup and thus discriminating
well against background. A third polarization monitor is the polarimeter in
the proton beam which should show a constant ratio to the neutron polarimeter.
All three results will have to be consistent in order to accept the data as
valid. Similarly, the target polarization can be monitored by NMR
techniques, which have to be compared to np asymmetries measured with
unpolarized beam and polarized target. The target polarization can also be
extracted with method 3) from the measured data. Again, consistency between
these results is required. We anticipate that we can determine the beam and
target polarizations to ±2Z accuracy.

Bending of the outgoing protons in the 2 kG holding field is at most 2° (for
60 MeV protons) and is not considered to be a crucial point, since corrections
to the angular scale can be made quite accurately and errors enter only to the
order 1/2 A9.A'Qn (9), which can be shown to be smaller than 0.03 for a 1°
(lab) error for all energies and angles. Non-normal spin components in the
beam are estimated to have negligible effect, since target spin components in
the horizontal plane would be required in order to contribute to the cross
section.

To reach a statistical accuracy of ±0.03 for Ajjn (statistical errors of
Pg and Pf included) we require about 1500 counts for each of the 8
individual measurements L++, R++. L+-,... if we extract the final result with
method 1). Incidently, this method makes best use of the accumulated counts
in that the functional form gives the smallest statistical error of Ann

for all three methods mentioned. In addition we should mention that methods
2) and 3) break down when A crosses zero and the statistical errors of A ^
get very large.



There exist some practical restrictions on the experiment. Calculations of
energy loss and multiple scattering of protons emerging from the target show
that particles with energies below 60 MeV cannot be detected with the proposed
experimental setup- On the other hand, the detection efficiency of the
neutron counters becomes very small for low energy neutrons. These
considerations impose the following limits on the angular region accessible at
the different energies:

210 MeV: 70° - 150° cm (9 angles)
325 MeV: 60° - 150° cm (10 angles)
425 MeV: 50° - 150° cm (11 angles)
500 MeV: 50° - 160° cm (12 angles)
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Table I x2 per data point for some single energy solutions (taken from Ref.8)

Energy region (MeV)

179-225
285-350
375-425
425-475
450-550

X2/n (pp)

1.05
1.14
1.15
1.48
1.16

X2/n (np)

1.85
1.19
1.50
1.39
1.21

X2/n (np+pp)

1.67
1.17
1.34
1.43
1.19

Table II Errors of I • 0 phases at 210 MeV without/with inclusion of A ^
from 40° to 150° cm in 10° steps with an absolute uncertainty of
± 0.03

Phase

sl

el

**l

3°2
3°3
e3

3rG3

Bugg (Ref. 9)

present

0.67

0.34

0.57

0.65

0.58

0.30

0.1^

0.17

with AQn

0.33

0.27

0.31

0.32

0.24

0.19

0.13

0.11

reduction
factor

2.03

1.26

1.84

2.03

2.42

1.58

1.07

1.55

Arndt (Ref. 8)

present

0.59

0.35

0.53

0.77

0.47

0.36

0.13

-

with Ann

0.31

0.24

0.34

0.39

0.28

0.25

0.12

-

reduction
factor

1.90

1.44

1.56

1.97

1.66

1.45

1.09

-



Table III Some illustrative correlation coefficients without and with ATin
data at 210 MeV (Ref. 9)

Correlation Coefficient

3si x 3°1

3Sj x 3D 2

3Dl x 3D3

3D 2 x
 3D3

present

-0.748

-0.744

0.793

0.433

w i t h Ann

-0.016

-0.086

0.252

0.203

reduction factor

46.8

8.7

3.2

2.1



1

np A predictions at 210 HeV

0.8

solution 1

solution 2

Arndt

Paris Potential

0.6

0.4

0.2

\

20 60 80 100 120 U0

0 (degrees)

160

Figure I. Predictions for A In np scattering from different phase shift
analyses and the P'irls potential at 210 MeV.
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For np Scattering

-0.5

9 cm
Figure 2. Spin correlation parameter A for np acattering

»«. 6 . The solid curves arc predictions from
4xndt^erW«Bt phase ihlft «olution (April 1980).*)
Broken curves are fron phase shift solutions with
A data Included (Arodt, Aug. 1981, Ref. 6) .

DXI
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Proton Ran,
Counter

Neutron Detector

Proton Bt-am

Proton B U B Polarlaeter

Spin Precession Solenoid

Liquid Deuterium Target ID-

Clearing Magnet

Lead Colliaator

-Polarized Hydrogen Target

Figure 3. Layout of experimental apparatus.
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ABSTRACT: We propose to measure the tensor polarization moments
of the recoil deuteron in the range between 14 and
26 fm . Theoretical models predict the zero
crossing of the monopole form factor to occur in
this range* With these measurements, important
new constraints will be placed on the deuteron form
factors. A high-efficiency deuteron polarimeter,
based upon d-p elastic scattering, will be constructed
for this experiment, 1n addition to a high-power
liquid deuterium target and a spectrometer which
transports only deuterons.

1. SCIENTIFIC VALUE OF THE EXPERIMENT

The deuteron is probably the most frequently investigated nuclear system;
yet it is also one where our knowledge remains incomplete. This situation has
been dramatized by the recent resurgence of interest in the short-range behavior
of two nucleons, itself a topic often invoked in discussing the possible mani-
festations of quarks in nuclei.

The present status of the experimental information and its intepretation has
been the subject of several recent reviews (see, for example, Ref. 1-2). The
most recent experimental results can be found in Ref. 3. Present measurements
of A(q|2(see Figure l.a) extend out to the very large momentum transfer of q =
200 fm , while recent data on B(q) (see Figure l.b) exist out to 34 fm .

The scattering of unpolarized electrons from unpolarized deuterons is written
as:

dn s da
dn dn

2

NS
(A + B tan 2(e/2) = do

and A = G2 + 2 n G2. + 8
C T M 9

B = £ n (1 + n)G2

3 M

2

where do I is the cross section for structureless particles and a2 is the
dQ NS



four momentum squared. From a measurement of the complete angular distribution,
one can determine G^ but cannot separate Gc from G Q . T O do this, it is
necessary to measure a polarization observable that is sensitive to a bilinear
combination of the deuteron charge form factor different from those given above.
In this proposal we shall be concerned with the measurement of the tensor
polarization of the recoil deuteron, in particular t2Q, from an unpolarized
target for which the following are observables.

L t , n = 1 [ 8 n G c G 0 + 8 n Z G 2 + 4 n ( l + 2 ( l + n ) t a r » 2 ( e / 2 ) G * ]
dv
 (T 3 9 Q y M

Iot21 = 4 (n + n
2 sin2 (e/2))1/2 G^ Gg sec(e/2)

n c 0

3 9

(e/2))1/2 G Gg

IOt22 - -/TG
2.

N| 12 M

As seen, t22 again is sensitive only to GM and yields no new information.
However, both t21 and t20 contain Interference terms between the individual form
factors.

The sensitivity of these polarization observables to differences between some
commonly used two-nucleon potentials is shown in Figure 2 taken from Ref. 4.
These predictions include:

1) Impulse Approximation (One-Photon Exchange)
2) Relativistic Corrections (Friar, Ref. 16)
3) n ,p ,u) and npy Exchange Currents (Gari and Hyuga, Ref. 17)
4) Recoil-Renormalization Corrections (Gari and Hyuga., Ref. 17)

The only extant experiment involving the measurement of tensor polarization is
that previously carried out at Bates (Ref. 4.6). In this experiment, t20 was
measured at values of q = 3.02 and 4.12 fm" . These data, shown in Figure 3,
are in excellent agreement with the "reasonable" potentials, while they are in-
consistent with the two separable potential predictions shown. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to discriminate further between different reasonable
potential models in this region of low momentum transfer (q < 8 fm~ ). If one
assumes the existence of additional MEC corrections having the same q dependence
as those of Gari and Hyuga and being the correct size to bring all reasonable
models into agreement with the measured value of the deuteron quadrupole moment,
then all models give essentially the same prediction as the Paris model for t20

and t2i below q2=8 fm'2. At momentum transfers above 12 fm"2 , the model
dependence shown in Figure 2 1s expected even when this scaling of the MEC
corrections described above is assumed. We propose to measure the tensor
polarization moments t20. ^21 and t22 i" t ne region of momentum transfer between
14 fm"2 and 26 fm"2.

The measurement of the polarization t20 is of primary importance to this
proposal for the following reason. In the range of momentum transfer of
interest, the contribution of the magnetic form factor to the numerator of t20
is known and negligible for ee < 90°, while its contribution to the denominator
Io is measured. Thus, we may write



t20 - - >f2a (2X+X2)
1+2X

where X = 2/3n GQ/GC and a = A(q2)/(A(q2)+B(q2)tan(e/2).
The quantity a is known accurately from existing experimental data. The

quantity X is independent of the nucleon charge form factors, in particular the
poorly known neutron electric form factor. Thus, the quantity tzo/a will be
very sensitive to the deuteron potential model and relatively insensitive to the
nucleon form factors.

There are three values of t2o/<* which are particularly interesting:

1) t2o/a = -JT; This value is an extremum. Most model predictions pass through
this point, allowing for an independent normalization check.

2) t2o/a ' - 1/JT; Gc(q)=O here. Knowledge of this value of q2 will define a
measure of the size of the corrections to the IA for Gc,
providing an important constraint for all future theoretical
predictions of this form factor.

3) t2o/<* = 0; Gr,= (4/3)nGq nere* Knowledge of this value of q2 provides another
constraint on model predictions of the form factors.

We expert, on the basis of the Paris model predictions for t20 to define the
value of q at which point 2 and 3 occur. The momentum transfer at which
tZO/a = - J T occurs is probably at too low a value of q for the polarimeter
described here.

In the range 14 < q < 26 fm"2, non-nucleonic degrees of freedom will start to
play an important role in the deuteron. In this category we may include:

• Meson exchange currents
• Relativistic corrections
• N* and &A components in the deuteron
• Six quark components in the deuteron

Indeed these effects are not even distinct. For example, the isoscalar MEC's
are of relativistic origin having overlap and hidden color six-quark components are
an important part of the overall AA component. The inclusion of a six-quark compon-
ent might have a dramatic effect in the momentum transfer range of interest. It
may fill in completely the minimum in GQ which is otherwise expected to occur betwee
4 - 5 fnr1, although these results predictions are highly controversial. If one
assumes a 2% six-quark admixture as used in Ref. 7, the minimum in Gc is filled in
and results in the t2o prediction shown in Figure 4.

At sufficiently high-momentum transfer, the virtual photon interacts with
non-interacting individual quarks of the nucleus. If the Interaction occurs
with two quarks interchanged between the two nucleons, the momentum 1s shared
between the two nucleons which must be a bound system of quarks in the Initial
and final state. The deuteron form factor then scales as



Fd(q2) -

where F>4 is the nucleon form factor (Ref. 9). As can be seen in Figure 5, the
existing data appear to be consistent with scaling as low as q = 1 (GeV) .

C

It has recently been emphasized that although this scaling can be matched by
classical nuclear physics, there are effects on the predicted polarizations
which are unique. In this asymptotic limit, Gross (Ref. 10) finds:

Gc _g
6M

D

Ifone speculates that the onset of this scaling indeed occurs as low as
25 fm" (as shown in Figure 4 ) , a dramatic disagreement between this prediction
and conventional predictions becomes apparent. In this instance, the results
for t2fl would be constrained between -{Tf2 and -4T. The implications of such a
result would be profound.

In principle, one can also determine the S to 0 state ratio from back
angle proton scattering. Here, considering only the dominant one-nucleon
exchange contribution one has, analogous to the electron case,

T20 (180°) = 1 2jTx -,x2

ST 1 + x̂

where x = w = D state probability
\y S state probability

Recent measurements (Ref. 8) from Saturne (Fig. 6) show that the data are in
good accord with this prediction for low-momentum transfer - below that
corresponding to the minimum in t20« However, as is seen, the data show struc-
ture not present in the calculation at higher q. This structure remains
unexplained when many of the other contributing reaction mechanisms, such as
pion rescattering with intermediate A production, are included. Such effects
are difficult to interpret unambiguously when a third hadron is involved, but
the situation does add to our need to make similar measurements with electrons.

Clearly, more experimental constraints are urgently required to help unravel the
many important physics questions which remain. To this end, we propose to
measure the recoil deuteron polarizations t20»t2l, and t22 in the momentum
transfer range 14 < q < 26 fm" .

2) Description of the Experiment

We propose to measure tensor polarizations of the recoil deuteron 1n the
momentum transfer range 14 < q < 26 fm" . To do so, we will require a maximum



electron energy of 950 HeV and a beam current of 50 yA
the apparatus will be described separately. They are:

The basic elements of

• a deuteron polarimeter
• a deuteron transport and selection channel and an

electron spectrometer (OHIPS)
• a high power LD2 target

The basic philosophy we have adopted is that of the previous Bates experiment on
t20« The major changes to be implemented are:

• replacement of D2O target by LD2
• separation of protons from deuterons in the transport channel
• increased polarimeter efficiency
• ability to measure more than one tensor polarization

The deuteron spectrometer will be positioned at 41.3°, and the electron
detection angle varied at each setting to match the two-body kinematics,
experimental conditions assumed are:

The

Beam Current
LO? Target
Ane
6d
epol
T20

50
7
15
41
10
.40

uA
cm -
msr
-?°•j

collimated to 4 cm

In this case, the beam time required for 1000 analyzed events at each q setting
is as given in Table 1. The resulting uncertainty in t20 1S included in the
table. The predicted difference between the Paris and LF(4.6) models, including
all corrections, 1s typically .15 in this region, while the effect of the
corrections on a given model is 0.4.

TABLE 1

Hours
Oeuterons/s 1000 Anal. Events t2Q (Paris)

14.4
18.2
22.0
26.0

650
750
850
950

11.3
3.6
1.7
.8

20
66
159
366

- 1.00
- 0.56
- 0.10
+ 0.18

.12

.10

.09

.08

Projected Uncertainty for 1000 Analyzed Events
with AT20 " 2.5% and &c0 - .5%



The Polarimeter

2.1 Choice of Analyzer Reaction

An extensive survey of the tensor-analyzing power of exclusive and inclusive
reactions of deuterons with several targets has been carried out at LNS-Saclay
(Ref. 11). Similar measurements have been carried out at IUCF at Ed = 80 MeV
(Ref. 12). The result of these Investigations has led to the selection of dp
elastic scattering as the best tensor analyzer in the energy range
100 < Ed < 250 MeV.

The essential features of the reaction as seen in Figure 7 are:

• All tensor-analyzing powers are appreciable and show
large variation with center of mass scattering angle

• The shape and magnitude are very similar at Ed = 80 and
200 MeV, indicative of little energy dependence

For the analyzer, the cross section is given by

a(8) = oo(8)Cl + t20T20 " 2t21 cos * + 2t22 T22 cos

where t^j is the projectile polarization, and Tjj is the analyzing power.

Integration over $ yields

a(e) « ao(e) [1 + t2o T2o]

where oQ(B) is the cross section for scattering of unpolarized deuterons.

Major advantages of the proposed polarimeter are:

(i) The existence of angular bins where T2o = 0 will allow for
continuous monitoring of the unpolarized efficiency, eo«

(1i) The weak energy dependence of the analyzing power will reduce
errors due to uncertainty in the momentum distribution of the
deuteron flux.

(iii) From the $ dependence of the yield, it will be possible to
extract t2i and

(iv) As GM is already well known in the momentum range
14 < q < 26 fm , we may use the t22 measurement to
confirm that the polarimeter is operating in a reliable
fashion.



2.2 The Polarimeter Elements
The basic elements of this device are a 20 cm long LH2 target, a simple time

projection chamber (TPC) and a total energy calorimeter consisting of a cylinder
of NE 224. A schematic layout of the proposed polarimeter is shown in Fig. 3.

Incident particles will be identified by measuring both the e-d time-of-
flight and A E in a thin scintillator in front of the polarimeter. Two 12 cm x
12 cm wire chambers in front of the IH2 target will then locate the deuterons.
Scattered deuterons or recoil protons would traverse the A E counter, the TPC,
and be stopped in the E counter. The expected angular resolution of the TPC
itself would be ± .08° in 8 and t .7° in 4..

The E-counter annul us would be of eight sectors, each sector being viewed by
a photomultiplier tube. This is necessary as both proton and deuteron may both
be detected for some small range of center of mass angles. A light attenuation
of about 50% has been measured for scintillators of this geometry. However, we
will know the impact point for each event, and a calibration and mapping of the
gain will provide an energy resolution in the order of 3%.

For the highest momentum point, we shall try to add a separate 8 p. AR = 0°
particle telescope. In this way we can take advantage of the T2o(9cm=18O°) = .4O
analyzing power.

2.3 Event Identification
Elastic scattering is unambiguous when scattered deuterons are detected, as

no excited states of projectile or target exist. In the case of proton detec-
tion, it is necessary to use the correlation between angle and energy, corres-
ponding to two-body kinematics, to select the elastic channel.

We have looked at the analyzing power of protons in the continuum and find:

1) Knockon protons, which leave a low-relative energy between the recoil np
pair (slightly inelastic), have essentially the same analyzing power as
elastic scattering (Ref. 13).

ii) Protons coming from breakup of the deuteron have essentially no tensor-
analyzing power.

Thus, it is only the latter protons which need be avoided. These will appear
at approximately half the energy of the knockon protons and are easily separated.

2.4 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition from the polarimeter will be handled via the intermediary

of a STARBURST fast processor. Program development will be done on the VAX, and
the operating system stored on a Winchester disc, from which it will be down-
loaded using an LSI/11. In the operating mode, the fast processor will
communicate with the host facility data analysis system via a CAMAC data high-
way. The host facility will consist of a micro-programmable branch driver and
a VAX-based data acquisition and replay system.



2.5 Efficiency Estimates at Ed = 200 MeV
If we assume initially that only the angular range of 100° < 9 c m < 135° is
useful, we calculate *n efficiency

£ = NO = /360; 135 O o ( 9 ) s i n e <$ ^
"̂ 0 0 10°

For an incident deuteron energy of 200 MeV, we obtain, using published cross
section data (Ref. 14), e 0 = 1.5 x 10 .

However, there will be losses due to scattering and nuclear interactions of
deuterons or protons. This result is a reduction of about 301 from the above
figure. Thus,

1
1
f

eo(t20) = 1 .0 x 10'3
1
1
|

This figure should be very conservative on two counts; we do not include either:

i) Contributions from the forward positive lobe in T20
ii) That contribution from angles around eCm = 180° which will be

measured by the 9PL/\g
 = 0° detector.

2.6 Calibration
After construction, the polarimeter will be taken to Saturne where it will be
calibrated using the polarized deuteron beam. To obtain a t21 component in the
beam, it will be necessary to use a 90° precession solenoid and the SPES I
spectrometer which bends the deuterons by 80°. In this way, a t2i = 0.2 t20 can
be induced.

A complete Monte Carlo simulation of interaction events in the polarimeter is
being undertaken. This will eventually serve to average the calibration data
over the energy spread of the incoming deuteron flux.
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Figure 1

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Figure 10:

FIGURE CAPTIONS

a) Comparison of the existing data for the electric form factor,
A(q), with different model predictions including all corrections
described in the text.

b) Comparison of the existing data for the magnetic form factor,
B(q), with various theoretical curves as labelled.

Theoretical predictions of the three polarization observables we
propose to measure in this experiment. The curves are taken from
Ref. 3, and include all corrections discussed in the text. The
different curves are labelled in the figure. «e=70° here.

Comparison of separable and "reasonable" model predictions with the
existing data for t20« 8e=7O° here.

Comparison between different theoretical predictions for 2o
including QCD scaling and the effect implied by the filling in of
the minima in G c(q). 6e=70° here.

Scaling behavior of the deuteron reduced form factor fdCO2). The
QCD prediction is that the product shown in (b) tends to a constant
for large Q . The data are taken from Arnold et al. [13]; in (b),
m 0 =0.28 GeV is assumed.

Excitation function of cross section do/dn (upper) and tensor
analyzing power T20 (lower) at 8=180° in the center-of-mass system.
The cross section data are extracted from Ref. 1 and 2, and the T20
data are the present results. Theoretical calculations are based on
the ONE mechanism using non-relativistic ( ) or relativistic
(• — •) dynamics or on the coherent sum of ONE and a-excitation
including * ,p and o> exchange and taking distortion into account
(non-relativistic—, relativistic ). The relativistic
treatment follows Ref. 3. These references are defined in Ref. 8
of this proposal.

Existing d-p elastic scattering polarization data.

Schematic diagram of the proposed polan'meter.

Schematic diagram of the deuteron transport channel.

TRANSPORT prediction of the horizontal and vertical beam envelope
in the deuteron channel.
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The University of Alberta group has been involved in collaborative
efforts at Saclay during the past several years. We propose the contin-
uation of this effort since the program allows a natural and complemen-
tary extension of the nuclear research carried on by the University of
Alberta group at TRIUMF.

Q Measurement on Ca

Two amplitudes f(q) and g(q) are sufficient to describe the scat-
tering of spin 1/2 projectiles from spin 0 targets. These are deter-
mined from the measurements of

& - lf I2 + Ig I2

Ay = 2 Re(f(ig)*]/o and Q = 2 Im(f(ig)*)/a

In the GeV region measurements of A are rare; Q measurements do
not exist. A measurement at 1 GeV of these three observables would
allow a determination of the proton-nucleus interaction and the contri-
butions to the scattering from central, spin-orbit, tensor, effects can
be tested with great precision. Experiments at LAMPF1) (see Figure 1)
yield results for these three observables which can be explained only by
a relativistic treatment in Dirac formalism2).

The proposed measurement on 4^Ca will proceed in two stages using
SPES 1 at LNS-Saclay and the beam of polarized protons. In the first a
measurement of ĝ . and A^ will be carried out at 1.0 and 1.18 GeV with a
short check of the LAMPF results at 800 MeV. At the same time data will
be collected on the first few excited states in ̂ ^Ca.

In the second stage we propose the rotation by a solenoid of the
spin of the proton from the y axis (as it exits from the accelerator) to
the x axis (in the scattering plane). The result of the nuclear scat-
tering by Oj will cause a rotation of this spin by an angle 8 in the
reaction plane. One determines this angle knowing Q and A by the
relations

s i n e = Q and cos(3 - 9L) =
 R

T) A. Rahbar et_ al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 47_ (1981) 1811
2) J.R. Shepard et_ £l., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50_ (1983) 1443
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An R measurement of the change in the transverse spin component com-
pletely determines 3- This R measurement will use the method of Besset
£t_ a^.3) Count rate considerations restrict the scattering angle to 16°
maximum. To obtain angular resolution better than 0.3° a well-tuned
parallel beam must be used with thin targets to limit the effect of
target dispersion of the beam energy. The expected running time for
each phase would be one week with time needed for the calibration of the
polarimeter between the two stages.

Measurement of T2Q at 0° and 180° and the Measurement of Cross Sections

in dp •» tiT* dp > TTT° between 700 and 2200 MeV

The University of Alberta nuclear group has participated in a col-
laboration of the measurement of T2Q(180°) in backward elastic scatter-
ing between 300 and 2300 MeV. No satisfactory explanation of the behav-
iour near 1400 MeV could be obtained. Recent experiments in pd •*- tTr+

show unexpected structure in A at 1 GeV (Figure 2). We propose the
continuation of this collaborative effort with a measurement of T2Q be-
tween 700 MeV and 2200 MeV (in 100 MeV steps) of the pd -> tir+ and pd > TTT°
reactions at 0° and 180° to obtain a great simplification of the calcul-
ations by introducing a symmetry axis. Also this would provide additional
evidence of any resonance phenomena. In the future more complete angular
distributions of A and A could be envisaged based on the excitation
functions obtained.

The experiment would be carried out with SPES 4 using a scintillator
hodoscope capable of 0.2% momentum resolution and the existing liquid hyd-
rogen target. One would detect either t or T, depending on the reaction.
This should cause no difficulty since deutereons can be eliminated by TOF.
Break-up protons at 0° however may cause some difficulty at the higher
energies although a combination of dE/dx and TOF should allow a separation
between them and 3He. The data should be collected in a ten-day running
period.

I) D. Besset et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 166 (1979) 515
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We propose to measure spin transfer from beam proton to recoil deuterons in
the reaction pp + dir, using the new focal plane polarimeter of MRS to measure
deuteron polarization.

Much of intermediate energy nuclear physics has been an attempt to explain
nuclear reactions in terras of pion-nucleon (TT-N) and nucleon-nucleon (N-N)
interaction. The reaction pp •+• dn has long occupied a central position in this
work, as the simplest case of nucleon-induced pion production. The large cross
sections at energies near the N-A resonance have made quasi-free pp * dIT a
favorite process to explain the transfer of high momentum in reactions such as
(p,d) in heavier nuclei, large-angle pd elastic scattering, the reaction pd •*• tn,
and the (p,n) reaction to low-lying nuclear states. Interest in finding quark
degrees of freedom in nuclei has not diminished the importance of this reaction:
a true dibaryon resonance would be a strong indication of "exotic" quark
configurations, and this reaction is a channel where dibaryon resonances might be
found.

The past ten years have been a time of intense experimental work on the
reactions pp •»• dir and ird + pp (Ref. 1), especially in spin observables such as
analyzing powers for polarized protons and spin correlations between the protons.
At the same time there has been a determined effort (Ref. 2) to create a theory
which can treat ird • ird, pp •*• pp and pp > dn reactions in a unified way in terras
of u-N amplitudes. Finally, movitated by claims of resonances in certain pp + pp
partial wave amplitudes, some workers have been active in doing partial wave fits
to the data in hopes of extracting the energy dependence of certain partial waves,
for comparison with the elastic scattering amplitudes (Ref. 3).

Recent measurements (Ref. 4) of the vector analyzing power IT., in ud •*• pp
have been important in reducing ambiguities in fitting partial wave amplitudes to
data (Ref. 5). As a consequence, the author of Ref. 5 concludes that to further
reduce error bars on fitted amplitudes, it is most important to make a good
measurement of Kss, the transfer of vector polarization between proton and
deuteron in the sideways direction. A measurement of Kgg would also be a
sensitive test for systematic errors in existing data or of assumptions made in
constraining the fits.

Our proposal is to measure Kgg in the reaction pp •+ dir between 12° and 160°
in the center of mass using a 510 MeV polarized proton beam at TRIUMF. Two
factors combine to make this a timely undertaking: ( D a focal plane polarimeter
(FPP) for the MRS spectrometer will be built in the near future, and (2) recent
measurements with the polarized deuteron beam at Saturne II (Ref. 6) show that the
FPP can easily be made into an effective polarimeter for deuteron vector polariza-
tion. The FPP consists of a carbon scatterer, drift chambers and trigger scintil-
lator; the Saturne results show that vector analyzing power is dramatically
improved by addition of several cm of steel in front of the final trigger
scintillator. About 120 kg of steel should cover the required range of scattering
angles in the FPP (out to 20° for the lowest energies) and the polarimeter cage
design will permit the addition of absorber by a simple repositioning of two of
the FPP drift chambers.
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While the experiment requires little additional hardware, it will be very
demanding of data analysis manpower. To make use of the full acceptance of the
FPP it will be necessary to determine instrumental asymmetries over an 8% MRS
momentum bite, combining data from 14 high-resolution wire chamber planes to
determine polar and azimuthal angle of each scattering, binning according to angle
and doing a 5-terra fit to the azimuthal angular distribution. Most of this
analysis will be done on the VAX computer at the University of Alberta, but some
time will be needed on a VAX at TRIUMF to do semi-online analysis during our run
with polarized beam.

Our polarimeter will measure tensor as well as vector polarizations, although
the analyzing powers are expected to be rather small. Two of these tensor
analyzing powers, T^Q and T22 can be measured at TRIUMF using the reactions
pp + dir or pd + dp and unpolarized beam. The pp •> dit reaction at 90° era. also
provides a test for left-right and up-down instrumental asymmetry.

There is, however, no in-house technique to measure the vector analyzing
power 1T11. Saturne II data exist at 200 and 400 MeV, while our experiment will
require analyzing powers for 100 MeV to 325 MeV deuterons. An additional
complication is that the tensor analyzing power iT2l» although expected to be
small, was not an observable of the Saturne measurement. If we rely on existing
data, it is likely that systematic uncertainties in K would be several times
larger than the proposed statistical limit £KSS

 = - •02. We propose, therefore,
to measure at Saturne II the iTXi and iT21 for the exact range of deuteron
energies, scatterer thickness and absorber thickness of the TRIUMF experiment.
Interest in collaboration in deuteron polarimeter experiments has been indicated
by a Saclay/Grenoble group which is planning to build a focal plane polarimeter at
Saturne, for an experiment on Q, the spin rotation parameter, in p + Ca elastic
scattering. The solenoid and polarimeter required for the Q measurement would
also serve for deuteron i?ki and iT2l measurements; we would supply the scatterer
and absorber needed to reproduce the essential features of the TRIUMF experiment.

Members of this group will take part in the commissioning of the TRIUMF FPP
as a proton polarimeter and would expect to have ru->s at TRIUMF of 1.6 days with
unpolarized beam and 8 days of polarized beam, and at Saturne of 7 days with
polarized d beam.
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GAIN STABILIZATION OF PHOTOTUBES USING AN LED-DIODE SCHEME.*

L. Holm, H.W. Fielding and G.C. Neilson

Nuclear Research Centre, Physics Department, University of Alberta,

Edmonton, Canada, T6G 2N5

The performance of LED-diode gain stabilization schemes for

RCA 4522 phototubes is evaluated. Under normal experimental

conditions the use of a green Litronix GL56 LED and an ORTEC

surface barrier detector provide the best results. An overall

gain stabilization of ± 0.5% over several months has been

achieved.

*This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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A STUDY OF THE REACTION 2H(p,d7i+)n at 506 MeV

B. Debebe*, C.F. Perdrisat and V. Raghunathan**

Physics Department, College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia, U.S.A. 23185

J.M. Cameron, I.J. van Heerden*, P. Kitching**,
R. MacDonaldt, W.J. McDonald, W.C. Olsen, J. Soukup

and H.S. Wilsontt

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada T6G 2N5

H.W. Fearing and C.A. Miller

TRIUMF, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 2A3

ABSTRACT

Differential cross sections for the reaction 2H(p,dir+)n have been
obtained at 506 MeV. The deuteron angles were 11, 13, 15 and 17°, and
the pions were detected at 14 angles between 24° and 96°. The data,
covering the region of neutron recoil momenta 10 to 140 MeV/c, are
analyzed using the PWIA to extract a momentum density of the proton in
the deuteron. Systematic deviations from the PWIA prediction are inter-
preted on the basis of a simplified calculation of the nd rescattering
cross section.

*Present address: Physics Department, University of Massachusetts,
MA 01003

**Present address: SWITCO Inc., 385 Nordhoff Place, Englewood,
NJ 07601

^Permanent address: University of the Western Cape,' Bellville, 7530

Republic of South Africa

**TRIUMF, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 2A3

tPresent address: 9345-98A Street, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6E 3N2
ttDefense Research Establishment Pacific, F.M.O., Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada VOS 1B0
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DEFORMATION AND TARGET SPIN-DEPENDENT EFFECTS IN *Be + p AT 220 MeV+

G. ROY, H.S. SHERIF, E.D. COOPER, L.G. GREENIAUS, G.A. MOSS

J. SOUKUP, and G.M. STINSON

Physics Department, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada T6G 2N5

R. ABEGG, D.P. GURD, D.A. HUTCHEON, R. LILJESTRAND , and C.A. MILLER

TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 2A3

Received

Abstract: Cross-section and analyzing power measurements were per-

formed for the 9Be(p,p )9Be and 9Be(p,p2)
9Be reactions. The

depolarization parameter D was also measured on the first re-

action. The data were analyzed in terms of standard optical

model and macroscopic DWBA as well as coupled-channel calcula-

tions. The former approach does not reproduce well the elastic

and inelastic analyzing power data. Coupled channel calcula-

tions provide a good description of both the cross section and

analyzing power data. The D data are interpreted in terms of

contributions from both the quadrupole spin flip mechanism and

the nucleon-nucleus spin—spin interactions.

Nuclear Reactions: 9Be(p,p ) and 9Be(p,p2), E - 220 MeV, Polarized

beam. Measured -rjr and A , and D for elastic scattering. Optical

model, DWBA, coupled channels and spin-spin interaction models.

tThis work is supported in part through funds provided by the Natural

Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.

^Present address: Sandla National Laboratories, Albuquerque, N.M. 87185
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Isospin dependence in the central real part

of Che optical model potential

S.P. Kwan,* S.T. Lam, G.C. Neilson, and H.S. Sherif

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta, Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada T6G 2N5

(Received )

Abstract: The volume integrals of the central real part

of the empirical optical model potentials are used to

study the isospin dependent term. Results for neutron

and proton elastic scatterings are found to be consistent

with each other and also consistent with results from

quasielastic scattering if the density dependence of the

effective interaction is taken into consideration.

PACS: 25

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Optical model. Neutron scattering,

proton scattering, deduced strength of

isospin dependence
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PROTON INELASTIC SCATTERING AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES AND DIRAC

EQUATION BASED OPTICAL POTENTIALS*

H.S. SHERIF and R.I. SAWAFTA

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada TbG 2N5

and

E.D. COOPER

Nuclear Theory Center, 2401 Milo B. Sampson Lane
Bloomington, Indiana, USA 47401

and

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2N5

Received:

Abstract: The Dirac equation based (DEB) optical

potential is extended to the study of inelastic excitation

of collective states using intermediate energy protons.

Comparison is made with standard calculations using Woods-

Saxon potentials. In the energy range 150 - 500 MeV, the

two models give cross sections in close agreement when

equal deformations lengths are used. The inelastic

polarizations and analyzing powers also agree (to a lesser

degree) near or below 200 MeV, but show differences at 300

and 500 MeV. We also point out the importance of the

deformed spin-orbit terras in inelastic cross section

calculations.

*Supported in part by NSERC.
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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF POLARIZED DEUTERONS FROM 58Ni AND

AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES

Nguyen Van Sen, J. Arvieux, Ye Yanlin, G. Gaillard ̂

Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, F-38026 Grenoble, France

B. Bonin, A. Boudard, G. Bruge, J.C. Lugol

D-Ph.N/ME, CEN-Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

R. Babinet, T. Hasegawa,2 F. Soga2

Laboratoire National Saturne, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

J.M. Cameron, G.C. Neilson, D.M. Sheppard

Department of Physics, University of Alberta, Edmonton T6G 2J1

Abstract: Angular distributions of cross section, and A and A
y yy

analyzing powers were measured for polarized deuteron elastic

scattering from 5 8Ni at 200, 400 and 700 MeV, and ^ C a at

700 MeV. Phenomenological potentials were obtained from an

optical model analysis of the data. The total reaction cross

sections deduced were compared to predictions from the Glauber

theory optical limit.

1) Present address: TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada

2) Present address: INS, Tokyo, Japan
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Energy levels, decay scheme, gamma ray branching ratios

and lifetimes in "*9V with (p,ny) reaction

M. Khaliquzzaman, W.K.. Dawson, H.W. Fielding, P.W. Green,

R.L. Helmert, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson, B.C. Robertsontt and
D.M. Sheppard.

Nuclear Research Centre,
Department of Physics, University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2N5

Abstract

The reaction 1+^Ti(p,nY)l+^V has been studied at an incident

energy of Ep = 5.74 MeV using a pulsed beam. Energy levels,

decay scheme and gamma-ray branching ratios have been obtained

from the observed gamma-ray spectra. Lifetimes are obtained

by a direct timing technique. Energy levels up to 3667 keV

excitation have been observed including some which were seen

previously only through other reactions. New gamma-ray

transitions have also been observed. The results obtained are

compared with those from previous work.

t Now at TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 2A3

tt Queens University, Department of Physics, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6
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Elastic Scattering of Polarized Neutrons on 1 60, 59Co, and Pb at 23 MeV

S.T. Lam, W.K. Dawson, S.A. Elbakr,* H.W. Fielding, P.W. Green,
R.L. Helraer,* I.J. van Heerden,** A.H. Hussein,t S.P. Kwan,#

G.C. Neilson, T. Otsubo.ft D.M. Sheppard, H.S. Sherif,
and J. Soukup

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta, Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada T6G 2N5

Abstract: Differential cross sections and analysing powers of

neutrons elastically scattered from ^ 0 , ^^Co, and Pb were

measured using two 183 cm long position sensitive scintillators.

A beam of polarized neutrons (P = 0.51, E = 2 3 MeV) was pro-

duced by the ^H(d,n)l+He reaction. A superconducting solenoid

was used to precess the neutron spin by 180° for the deter-

mination of analysing powers. After correcting for neutron flux

attenuation multiple scattering due to the finite size of the

scatterers, the data were analysed using a conventional optical

model potential.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 1 60(n,n), 5 9Co(n,n), and

?b(n,n), E = 23 MeV; measured a(9) and A(8);
n

optical model potential analysis.

=rOn sabbatical leave from: King Saud University, Riyad, Saudi Arabia

*Now at TRIUMF, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia,
Canada V5A 1S6

**Perraanent address: University of the Western Cape, Bellville, 7530,
South Africa

tOn Sabbatical leave from: University of Petroleum and Minerals,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

#Present address: Department of Physics, Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6

ttPermanent address: National Defense Academy, Department of Physics,
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Pion Source Parameters in Heavy Ion Collisions

W.A. Zajc, J.A. Bistirlich, R.R. Bossingham, H.R. Bowman, C.W. Clawson,

K.M. Crowe, K.A. Frankel, J.G. Ingersoll, J.M. Kurck, C.J. Martoff,

D.L. Murphy, J.O. Rasmussen, J.P. Sullivan and E. Yoo

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

0. Hashimoto and M. Koike

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo
Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan

W.J. McDonald

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada T6G 2N5

J.P. Miller

Boston University, Boston, MA 02215

P. Truol

University of Zurich, 8001, Switzerland

Abstract: Measurements of two pion momentum correlations from

relativistic collisions of lf0Ar and 20Ne beams incident on

symmetric mass target systems have been used to obtain sizes

and lifetimes for the pion source. The combined data give

for the radius R and the lifetime x (assuming Gaussian dis-

tributions:
1/3

R = (1.0 + 0.2) x A fm
1/3

ex = (0.8 + 0.3) x A fin

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Division of Nuclear Physics at the Office of High Energy and Nuclear
Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76-
SF00098. Further support was provided by the INS-LBL collaboration
program, Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Japan.
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ANGULAR AND ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSS-SECTION AND THE ANALYZING POWER

OF THE REACTION pp -» chr* BETWEEN 725 AND 1000 MEV.

B.Mayer, R.Bertini, J.M.Cameron1, H.Catz, J.M.Durand,

G.P.Gervino, C.M.Glashausser*, J.C.Lugol, C.A.Whitten3, A.I.Yavin*

Service de Physique Nucleaire-Moyenne Energie. CEN Sac/ay.
9 7 797 Gif-sur-Y vette Cad ex, France

J.Arvieux5 , S.D.Baker*, L.Farvacque, D.A.Hutcheon7

LNS. CEN Seel ay, 91191 Gif-sur-Y vette Cedex. France

P.Catillon

Service de Physique Nucleaire-Haute Energie. CEN Seciay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex. France

G.Smith

Institut fur Kernphytik des Kernforschungszentrums and Institut fur Experimen-
telle Kernphysik der Universitat. D-7500 Karlsruhe. Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract:

The differential cross section and analyzing power of the reaction

pp-»djr* were measured for nine incident proton energies between 725 and 1000 Mev.

A magnetic spectrometer was used to detect either deuterons or pions.

Cross-section and analyzing power angular distributions were respectively

fitted with Legendre polynomial and associated Legendre function expansions,

the coefficients of which were found to vary smoothly with energy in the

vicinity of the alleged JF3 dibaryon resonance. The variation of some of the

coefficients suggest a broad structure around 850 HeV.

1. On leave from Physics Dept.. University of Alberta. Edmonton T6G2J1. Canada
2. On leave from Dept. of Physics. Rutgers University. New Brunswick, NJ 08903. U.Sji
3. On leeve from Dept. of Physics. UCLA. Los Angeles, California 90024, U.Sjt
4. On leave from Dept. of Physics. Tel-Aviv University, Isreel
5. Permanent address: Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, F38026 Grenoble. France
6. On leave from Dept. of Physics. Rice University, POB 1892. Houston, Texas 77251. U.SA
7 On leave from TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall. Vancouver B.C. V6T2A3. Canada
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MEASUREMENTS OF VECTOR AND TENSOR ANALYZING POWERS FOR
191 AND 395 MEV DEUTERONS

B.H. Silverraan, B. Bonin, G. Bruge, J.C. Duchazeaubeneix,
M. Garcon, M. Rouger, J. Saudinos, and D.M. Sheppard

DPh-N/ME, CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

J. Arvieux, G. Gaillard, Nguyen Van Sen, and Ye Yan Lin
Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, 38026 Grenoble, France

L.E. Antonuk, J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson,
W.C. Olsen, and K.R. Starlco

Nuclear Research Centre, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

A. Boudard and F. Soga
Laboratoire National Saturne, CEN Saclay

We have measured vector (iT^) and tensor (T ? 2
 a nd T ^ Q ) analyzing

powers for 191 and 395 MeV deuterons scattered from H, d, Li, C, Ni, and

Pb. The measurements were made to furnish data to aid in the design and

construction of a deuteron polarimeter. Such a polarimeter could be

used, for example, in an e—d elastic scattering experiment to separate

the deuteron charge form factors [1].

A low intensity (= 10^/s) beam of polarized deuterons from the

Saturne II synchrotron was incident on solid targets with thicknesses in

the range 0.3 - 5.0 g/cm^. Beam polarization at the exit of the source

was measured periodically during the experiment using the dd + pt reac-

tion at 380 keV. Typical beam polarization was Pin - 0.40, p 2 Q = 0.59,

approximately 98% and 83% of the maximum vector and tensor polarization,

respectively. The incident and scattered particles were detected in the

multi-wire proportional chambers of the Nuclear Scattering Radiography

apparatus [2]. The angular acceptance for scattered particles was
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6 = 3 - 45°, <(> = 0 - 360°. For dp and dd scattering, both scattered

particles were detected, permitting selection of elastic events by impo-

sition of two-body kinematics. For the heavier targets only one scat-

tered particle was detected. In this case the use of iron absorbers of

various thicknesses allowed us to reject a large fraction of the protons

and inelastically scattered deuterons. In addition, four 24 cm thick

plastic scintillators were placed behind the chambers to provide energy

loss information over a limited angular range. The elastically and al-

most elastically scattered deuterons show up as a clear peak in the pulse

height spectra of these counters.

Results for 191 MeV deuterons incident on Ni at 191 MeV are shown in

Figure 1. As expected, use of the iron absorbers increases the measured

analyzing powers by increasing the proportion of deuterons in the trig-

ger. Preliminary results using the plastic scintillators show still

higher analyzing powers as they include only elastically and almost

elastically scattered deuterons. In general, our results show substan-

tial iTjt components while T 2 0 and T22 are usually less than 0.2. A list

of the measurements made in this experiment is given in Table 1. Data

analysis has been completed for all measurements except those made using

the plastic scintillators. The case where we found the highest values of

T20 was for dp elastic scattering (see Figure 2). The analyzing powers

and differential cross sections here should permit construction of a use-

ful deuteron polarimeter.
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Table 1. Measurements made during this experiment

Target

Li

Li
Ni

Ni

Pb
Pb
C

C

P (CH2)

P (CH2)

d (CD2)

d (CD2)

Energy
(MeV)

191

395
191

395
191
395
191

395
191
395

191

395

Absorber thickness
(cm

0

0

o,
o,
o,
5.5

o,
o,
0
0

0
0

of iron)

1.5, 1.8

5.5
1.5

2.0

5.0, 7.0

Angular range
(deg)

12 - 43 lab

12 - 43 lab

12 - 43 lab

12 - 43 lab

12 - 43 lab

12 - 43 lab

3 - 2 7 lab

3 - 2 7 lab

34 - 160 cm

32 - 159 cm

14 - 87 cm

15 - 89 cm

With
Scintillators

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

No
No



(deg)

Figure l. Measured analyzing powers for 191 Mev deuterons on Ni. The
solid circles are for inclusive measurements with no absorber; the open
circles are for measurements taken with a 1.8 cm iron absorber in front
of the trigger.
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Figure 2. Measured values of T for dp elastic scattering at 191 MeV.


